
Library· hours discussed, Coop proposal 
defeated, NeWs.-"The Boys i.n the Band" 
reviewed ,Arts. 

-Pointer 
exclusive _, 

INTERVIEW WITH EUGENE MCCARTHY: · 
A CHOICE FOR A CHANGE? 

·sy Rob.ert Borski 

Introductory Essay and Invocation 

At the· risk of. injecting a little ·imagination into 
the Bicentennial Campaign , let us, for the time 
being·, think of this year's election as a gallery; 
as some legendary hall of Americana where en
cased in glass there are portraits of every pres
idential candidate running for office in 1976.. · 

Furthermore, let us be bold in our imagina
tions and declare that all men are equal her~. 
This· will not go over well with two of-the better- . 
known candidates, of· course. Without their en
tourages of media junkies or' the consonar-1ce of 
their parties, they will , in effect , have little more 
going for them than, say, ex-ice cream vendor 
James L:. Evans, who is running on the "hevan 
(sic) On Earth" ticket and who has promised to 
have himself crucified on national television 
if he is elected. 

Even with the high ratio of lunatics to serious 
contenders, however, it is obvious the American
public would benefit from a gallery of this na
ture . With 207 duly-declared candidates to pick 
from , this writer also believes that even the most 
apathetic of us_ would be willing to invest a few 
minutes in casting his or her vote for the pol
itician of choice . ( cont. on page 14) 

October 22, 197 6 

·McCarthy 

Off campus 15' 

·, 
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Letters 

To each their own 

To The Pointer, 
In last" weeks Pointer, an un

named individual attempted to ex
plain why he or she felt that 
Homecoming was an event that 
seems "exaggerated and un 
necessary." The letter ·'Homecoming 
or going" failed to see little, if any, 
significant meaning in the tradition . . 
That is entirely each person 's 
privele~e, , after all anything is what 
you make it or what you put into it. 
What I'm trying to say is that there is 
a certain degree of significance about 
Homecoming that a majority of the 
students fail to rea lize. Students 
needn't shol'{ deep imbedded ap
precia tion for the age-old tradition of 
Homecoming, yet there is no reason 
to look at the event with hostility . 
Regardless of how students feel 
about Homecoming I think there is a 
valid reason for feeling the ·'good 
fellowship" toward Alumni that the 
unnamed individual spoke about in 
last week 's Pointer. , 

No matter how you feel about 
Homecoming, it 's a tradition ; a 
tradition that is enjoyed and par
ticipated in both by Alumni and 
students . And their enjoyment and 
appreciation of the event is sole!Y the 
responsibility of those students that 
organized the event. Student and 
Alumni appreciation of the event may 
not be highly publicized, but the suc
cessfulness of each individual event 
was demonstrated vividly by in
volvement and participation. Even if 
it was a minority that rea lly enjoyed 
Homecoming <which I don 't believe is 
true al a ll ), I believe it was well worth 
the effort and work put into 
organizing the week long event. 

There isn't necessarily a high per
centage of UWSP's Alumni that make 
it back to their Alma Mater for Home 
coming, but their appreciation and 

interest is measured by the record 
donations last yea r . If the individual 
that wrote the letter last week were to 
see what the Alumni Association has 
done and what they are doing with the 
donations from Alumni, I'm sure they 
could have feelings of "good 
fellowship " for those individuals who 
reallr enjoy_ Homecoming. I think 
that 1f there 1s any significant degree 
of enjoyment for students and Alum
ni alike, the time and effort put into 
planning the week-long extravaganza 
was well worthwhile. No matter how 
optimisti_c you ma·y look at 
Homecoming, there was something in 
it for_ everyone !Ind the age old 
lrad1llon was very much appreciated 
by those who participated in any way . 
Matt P. Gonring 

Sneaky peeker 
To The Pointer, . 
I think your EKANKAR propagan

da spoke well enough for itself. 
Anyone ~ho would belong to an 
orgaruzallon that teaches that the 
earth _will eventually be conquered by 
an evil race of aliens from the planet 
Pluto called " Freticrets," probably 
deserves . to belong to such an 
orgamzation. 

I'm not kidding. That's really what 
Paul Twitchell wrote in a book called 
ECK-V1dya . I know I wasn't sup
posed to read it since I didn 't pay 
ECKANKAR, Inc. eight bucks for the 
pr1v1lege, but I guess I chea ted Oh 
well. · 

By the way , did you know that 
a_st_r_ona_uts from the Atlantin 

, c1v1hzat1on used to munch dried 
apricots on their interplanetar 
voyages• Twitchell wrote tha t, tooy 

It 's in a book called Herbs: The 
Magic Healers, and you can leaf 
through a copy at City News Stand 
without paying . anybody a penny. 
Never underestimate the power of 
Vitamin A after all. 

Really, though, every student here 
is paying how much a semester in ac
tivity fees just to support the Pointer• 
And you reward them with a rticles 

like that? 
Mark McKinney 

No joke 
To The Pointer, 

I was appalled at the graphic used 
in the sports feature, "Duren speaks 
on Alcohol". Alchoholism is certai nly 
not a humorous topic, and the artistic 
" Highlight" to the story was in verv 
poor taste. · 

In a county that has one of the 
highest alcoholism rates in the entire 
state, ridicule of an accomplishment 
so great as Duren's seems ironic. It 
seems to typify the lack of concern for 
this problem. 

Duren's personal triumph should 
be lauded, not derided. It took a lot 
of courage to go out and talk to people 
about personal failures . To make 
mockery of this issue seems to be 
inexcusable. • · 
Name Withheld 
Editor's note : Pointer apologizes to 
a ll readers offended by the graphic 
accompanying "Duren speaks on 
Alcohol" in the October 15 issue. 

Here we go again 

To The Pointer, 
Since my graduation from UWSP in 

1974, I have not corresponded with the 
Pointer, Jhough the newspaper was 
an important part of my life while at 
Point. <I do not know what some 
people say about you as editor, but 1 
recall tha t some thought me to be to 
the devil incarnate.) When I read 
"Pointing It Out" in the September 24 
issue: : ho~ever, I felt compelled, in 
fact, inspired to bang out this letter. 

I fully agree that " College has no 
place for elitest pretension. " Your 
writing on the subject was forthright 
and well-aimed! Although you and I 
nrobably have political disagreements 

on this and that, we are, editor 
and former editor, united in our op
position to the elitism that has .P"ept 
into the heart of the universitlP. The 
social consciousness that would have 
the university create elites rather 
!han servants of the people must be 
challenged at every turn . Such is 
your duty as newspaper editor, and, 
based·on the reading of that editorial, 
1 feel you are working to carry on the 
tradition. • 

Let me say, as a socialist 
revolutionary, that I do not think that 
"Class separation may always 
plague society .... " But your analysis 
certainly points in the right direction ! 
I hope you an<t the staff will focus 

more on the class relationships at 
UWSP. It is, in fact , a working-class 
college; all those blue jeans and flan 
nel shirts are no accident. It is the 
"ruling class' of the university that 
create campus organizations to fur
ther the growth of the elitist con
sciousness. But, as in the world at 
large, this group constitutes a self
servin~ minority . My greatest 
mistake as editor was to fight that 
minority without the backing of the 
.mass of sfudents. Result : one 
m_i nority fighting another. I hope you 
will have a better go at it. 

Recall the words of Eugene V. 
Debs : " When I rise up, it will be with 
the ranks, not from the ranks." 

Thanks for sending me the paper ;. I 
enJoy keeping in touch. Good luck in 
the future! 
Solidarity, · 
Al Jenkins 
Pointer Edl!orial Stair 
1970-1973 



Off the record 

To lhe Pointer, 

If you are undecided as to who to vote 
for in the November 2 Presidential 
electioQ, perhaps you should analYz~ the 
public records or Gerald Ford and 
Robert Dole. · Its rather depressing. 
Here are some key items. 

In two years as President, Ford has 
vetoed. 62 bills. Many of these were 
major bills to provide employment. He 
has vetoed bills that would have created 
full and part-time jobs, summer jobs,
public works jobs, and jobs to employ 
lhe young. He also vetoed a bill to 
provide !or -the employment or ad
ditional day care center teachers, and a 
btll to provide for training and 
placement of nurses. Robert Dole fully 
supported Ford's vetoes of these bills, 
and also in.most other cases. 

In other economic matters, their 
record is just as poor. Ford as a 
Congressman, voted seven times 
against increasing the minimum wage. 
Dole's record is even worse. Ford voted 
against Medicare, against establish
ment of the Food Stamp Program, and 
against the creation of the OEO poverty 
program. Ford, however, supported 
Nixon's bailout or Lockheed with a $250 ' 
million !ederal loan guarantee. Dole, 
too; voted for the $250 million bailout, 
which passed the Senate by only a 4-
margin. 

As !ar as the Vietnam War was 
conCetJJ!!d, Ford and Dole- bo!h sup
ported ffiat senseless tragedy from 
beginnning to end. They both supported 
Nixon's bombin~ of North Vietnam, his 
invasion of Cambodia, ,nd his mining or 
Haiphong Ha~bor. 'Neither man 
cr iticized the National Guard's role at 
Kent State, and both · did criticize 
American dissent against the. war. And 
also , Ford supported Nixon's veto of the · 
crucial War Powers Act. 

Finally, let's look at the record on the 
Watergate scandle. Here again Ford 
and Dole were with Nixon until the 
biller end. Both men saw Watergate as 
being a political conspiracy against 
Nixon, and until the last moment 
de!ended his honor: Gerald Ford sup
ported the !iring or Special Wa!ergate 
Procecutor Archibald Cox, and Just stx 
days before Nixon's resignation still 
professed Nixon's innocence. And the 
!inal blow came a mooth after the 
resignation, when Ford pardoned the 
ex-president , before Nixon had even 
been indicted and brought to trial. 
· Toe public records of Gerald Ford and 

l\obert Dole are a disgrace. During a 
time in our .history when we vitally 
needed strong moral leadership, Ford 
and Dole were sadly lacking. We must 
have an alternative to these men in 1976, 
and we do. Vote for Jimmy carter and 
Walter Mondale on November 2. We 
deserve some decent leadership. · 

Darrel Jaeger 

Checip imitations 

To The Pointer, 
All this campus needs is a good live-cent 

xerox machine, and now the LRC has one. 
CTwoactuallyl!! 
Emma Beesme"ler 

Environmental education 

To lhe Pointer, . 
Wisconsin 's first Environmental 

Education Conference selected 
legislative action on nuclear power 
sa !eguards and solar development 
incentives as the top priority issue at a 
meeting October 9. Other areas included 
in the final selection of four priorities 
were mining, control o! hazardous 
substances and weUands protection. 

The keynote address was delivered 
Friday night by Anthony Earl, 
Secretary, Department of Natural 
Resources . Earl emphasized the 
growing problems of hazardous and 
toxic wastes in the state particularly 
since neighboring states have passed 
significant controling legislation. 

The nuclea, safeguards legislation 
would prohibit the Public Service . 
Commission approval or nuclear plants 
until the legislature was satisfied that 
atomic waste pr oblems were 
satis!actorily solved. The proposal .is .· 
similar to one recenUy passed m 

California . Development of alternative 
power, such as solar, would be en
couraged by economic tax Incentives. 

Proposed mining legislation would 
revise tax procedures, protect in
dividual property owners, provide for 
reclamation and define sand a nd gravel 
extraction as mining. 

Permits would be required for all 
weUand drainage with funds for 
classification and compensation to 
owners denied drainage permits. 

Hazaidous substances, such as 
radioactivity, herbicides and pesticides 
would be controlled by laws-to guard 
against heal th and g·enetic damage . 

In addition to these !our top priority 
issues , six other proposals · were 
declared by delegates at the plenary 
session as worthy of support : a botUe 
bill; a transportation package proposal ; 
efficiency standards for air con
ditioners ; _est ab Ii sh men t of a 
Residential Utility Consumers Action 
Group (RUCAG) to represent 'citizens in 
utility controversies which would be 
supported by a check-off system ; 
identification of c ritical . agricultural 
areas ; and funding to deal with 
problems o! air and water quality and 
solid waste. 1 

Gertni~e D\lx!M' 

Setting things straight 

To the Pointer, 
An editorial recently appeared in 

Sunrise concerning the alleged violation 
o! open meeting laws by politically 
orientated organizations on cam1>1.:1s. 
While I can' t speak for the Young 
Republicans, I would like to clarify_ 
several misconceptions concerning the 
Young Democrats. 

The first concerns the relationship or 
Wisconsin's open meeting law to our 
organization. Toe open meeting law 
applies only to legislative bodies of 
government. The Young Democrats are 
not a legislative body and ihe'refore not 
subject to the open meeting law as 
Sunrise suggested. We are defined by 
the State Elections Commission as a 
political party and subject to campaign 
finance laws, including the requirement 
or filing financial reports under Com
mission guidelines. The Portage Go. 
Young Democrats have never been 
cited for failure to comply with filing 
deadlines or violation of campaign 
finance law. 

The second misconception concerns 
p pen meetings in general . Our meetin~s 
never have been and never will be 
closed to the public. Meetings are listed · 
in the " Pointer Poop" and an agenda 
can unuall~ be posted in the Union. We 
encourage and we1come anyone in
terested to attend our functions. We've 
always believed Politics is People! 
Steven Wat.son ·· 
Porlage Co. Young Dems. Chair 

Dogma on the path 

To lhe Pointer, 
I was • appalled upoo reading 

"Libera ling the Soul through ECK" that 
the authors would state that 
ECKANKAR " is not a religion, 
philosophy, metaphysical system ... " 

It was obvious !rom the article, for
tunaUy, that ECKANKAR was un
masked !or what it really is; a religion, 
philisophy, and metaphysical system. 

Tlie article states that the " path" of 
soul travel cannot be botUed in "creeds 
or dogma ." Yet the authors mention the 
study of EKCANKAR in terms of 
"Truth" and " a way or life." 
lt became obvious that ECKANKAR 

is simply the worship 9! a mystical god 
that never revealed himself to man in 
any discernable form. To represent it in 
any other Corm is misrepresentation. 
Rogt r Hunerdos,e 

32 cents cheap 

To the Pointer, 
In reply to the totally ignorant, sar 

castic letter by one, Jack Ricker , 
coocerning the food Coop. the Lord only 
knows where he got his information on 
funding. 

I talked to Jim Eagon, President or 
Student Government on the matter and 
goi the !ads as to exacUy ,how much 
each student would have to pay per 
semester. I guess Jack, with his bead in 

a whirlwind, must have forgotten to get 
the !acts first. . 

Accordiqg to the statistics I was 
given, a proposed s~ of $5,000 total 
was asked for by the Coop in order to 
give discount benefits for all stude:,,ts on 
campus ana help with the new building 
project. This means 64 cents out of the 
total $44.00 we (full time students) pay 
for Student Government fees before we 
can even penerrate the walls or this 
University. So, in essence, we wouldn' t 
be loosing a cent! This.may even be cut 
down to $2,500 so each student would pay 
only 32 cents per-semester. 

Really, is 32 cents a semester too 
much to pay for good nutrition and 
economic cooperation? I have never 
been to a sports activity in my life and I 
still pay $7.20 a semester for sports fee. 

Alot of us r~ally appreciate having the 
chance to be hea lthy at a meager price 
even though some m?Y not care. It's a 
deal. -
Donna Mlenk · 

An Open Letter lo UWSP Studenla; 

On the co-op 
Toe Coop resolution is the culmination 

of six months of study, cesearch and 
personal communication with Food 
Coop Organizers in Madison, Green Bay 
and Minneapolis: with UWSP ad
ministrators, Stevens Point city ot
ficials, a local real estate agency, and 
Student ~Governmel'l t Association 

· Executive Officers. · 

With 400 students presenUy using the 
Coop, it is highly probable that by the 
second year of the resolutions im
plementation the full level of purchased 
services provided by the grant will have 
been utilized oo a cost benefit analysis. 
This estimate is conservative because it 
assumes, probably incorrecUy that 
student membership will remain where 
it is, and that contrary to previous 
trends and multi·media exposure, no 
new students will join the Coop. 

First and foremost students will 
bene!it !rom the nutritional education 
aspects or the food coop and have a 
book-coop , carrying al terna live 

· literature available to them. Price 
surveys of food indicate substantial 
savings on nearly all items, with 
greatest savings coming in the area or 
staples, t/Je bulk or every person's food 
diet. These same benefits will be 
ava ilable to the northside neighborhood 
or Stevens Point which has a substantial 
low income and elderly people, which 
will enhance university community 

. relations. ;! 
When the S'PBAC met. last week, (a 

bare quorum or 6 out of 10 members) 
several instances or misconceptions , 
!aulty reasoning and ignorance or the 
!acts were laid bare by a pro-Coop 
proposal coalition of s tudents, faculty 
and citizens of Stevens Point. 

We !eel the proposal stands on its 
merits and will greaUy enhance the 
building of an already budding alter
native economic "institution in Stevens 
Point. The SGA alternative proposal 
should be recognized for what it is-a sop 
to Coop supporters, that will benefit only_ 
individual students, but not the Coop as 
an Institution in need of seed money to 
get the building off the ground 

The reactionary politics of SPBAC 
"individual action" approach has been 
exposed by the weight of rational 
argument. The recommendations or 
this well meaning but misguided 
committee should be over-ridden by the 
SGA. 

Challenge the arguments or SPBAC 
and ask Jim Eagon Cwho originally 
approached the Coop on the proposal 
and now has done a Oip-fiop and opposes 
the resolution on grounds contrary to 
!act). why he has been waffling on the 
issue! 

We invite all students to an "Open 
House" at the new rood coop building, on 
the corner or 4th avenue and 2nd Street 
across !rom St. Pete's Catholic 
Church. Saturday, October 23, from 10 
am to 3 pm. If you have a hammer and 
want to roll up your sleeves and join us 
in renovation , please do! We agree, 
that: '·many bands make less work," 
and ' "in unity there is strength." 

If you have any questions or com
ments on the resolution please call 
Terry at 341-2955 or Carrie at 341-3334. 
Students for Coops (SCOOPS) 
Terry Testolln • 
Paul Scott 
Barb Scolt 
Scolt Pollock 
Roo Thums 

Reminder 

All letters submitted to the P(linter 
must be signed. Names will be 
withheld if this is requested below the 
signature. 

Letters Policy 
I. Letters should not exceed a 250 

word maximum. Longer letters 
allowed at editor's discretion. 

. 2. Letters are /o be iigned as 
evidence of good faith . Name 
withheld upon request. · 

3. Deadline-noon Tuesday. 
Deposit letters in the boxes outside 

the Grid, Cops or CCI. Address mail 
correspondence to Pointer, 113 
Gesell , UWSP, Stevens Point. 
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PABCO City Bus Route 
the schedule titled "Before 9 a.m." is the early morning schedule running from 5:50 a.m. to 8 :51 a.m. and the mid
morning to afternoon schedule runs from 8 :55 a.m. to 6 p.m. with the exception of Fridays when the buses wilf con-
tinue to run until· 10 p.m. · · 

The figures to the right of the location of the bus stop reflect the minutes elapsed after the hour. Thus, on the south 
route the bus will stop at the come~ of Strongs Avenue and Main Street at 5:50, 6 :20, 6 :50 a.m., etc. in the early 
morning schedule and at 9:25, ,9 :55, 10:25, 10:55 a.m., etc. in the later schedule. 

Early· morning schedule (before 9 a.m.): 5 :50 a.m . . 8 :51 a.m.-Midmorning-afternoon 8 :55 · 6 p.m. (Fri. to 10 p.m.). 
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I New• I SPBAC votes ag~inst COOP 
.By Chris Wampler 

The Van Hise Room at the Univer
sity Center was the scene last Friday 
of a rather · "fiery debate" when 
board members of the Stevens Point 
Area Food Coop met with officials of 
the Student Planning and Budget 
Committee (SPBAC) . The core of 
the debate was centered on whether 
or not the food Coop was worth the 
$2500 investment it was asking 
student Government to donate. 
Moreover, would such an investment 
be making "practical use" of student 
activity fees . 

As was predicted, the meeting en
ded with a unanimous decision by 
SPEBA:C to defeat the Coop 
resolution , and instead voted upon 
their own version of student funding 
for the Coop. The SPBAC alter
native which will be presented Sun
day afternoon, October 31 , to the 
Student Government Association, 
leaves Coop membership open to the 
student. As Peggy Rem;rey ex
plained it, the finance committee is 
willing to appropriate 2500 dollars to 
the Coop which would be used towar
ds one-half of a student membership. 

Under the SP13AC resolution, a 
student who wishes to become a Coop 
affiliate would be required to pay the 
remaining hall, or 2.50 needed , for 
membership. The Coop had asked for 
a total of 5000 dollars in what it ter
med as "seed money" needed toward 
the down payment of their new 
location, as well as basic renovations 
the building required before it could 
open. · · 

The Coop request, in the form of a 
three page resolution , would 
automatically make every full-time 
student an official member. Terry 
Testolin, President of the Coop's 

Board of Directors, defined the food 
Coop as a " sound investment" but 
also argued that the Coop would 

• prove to be ·a "learning experience" 
and "cultural asset" to the campus 
community. · 

The Finance committee also · 
questioned the validity of the Coop, 
saying the Coop was defeating its pur
pose as a· cooperative business by 
asking for financial backing. 
SPBAC justified its position by 
stating that Coop membership 
wouldn't be worthwhile to the 3800 
students living in dormitories. 

On the flip side of the coin, the Coop 
representatives see the obvious 
resources the foodstore can offer. The 
new building, located at Second 
Street and Fourth Avenue is easy 
walking distance from the campus 
and will also be accessible through 
PABCO which makes a stop at the 
new location twice an hour. 

As stated in the Coop's resolution, 
they would not only offer " low..:ost, 
nutritional foodstuffs" but the added 
space of the new location would also 
enable them to start a book-loan 
program and a bakery. At the 
meeting, Terry Testolin brought to 
the finance committee's attention the 
number of elderly and low income 
families that shop the Coop. The 
student membership, Testolin ex
plained, would promote campus in
teraction with the community, an 
aspect that's been over-looked in ap
proprlating the necessary funds. 
· Student Council President, Jim 

Eagon, says he supports the SPBAC 
form of funding because, as he sees it, 
the food Coop people haven't shown 
much initiative to start their own 
membership drive. Eagon continued 
that, "They just ca~e to SGA asking 

population would make use of their 
membership seems to be the question 
at hand. 

Before any 
final decisions can be made on the 
two resolutions, both must be sent to 
the Rules Committee and checked for 
appropriate form. Following that 
procedure, the two resolutions will be 
published in the October 2Z SGA 
newsletter and will meet its final vote 

for the moiiies which would 
automatically grant everyone mem
bership, and haven' t done much on 
their own." 

Whether or not the student 
at the Student Government meeting 
October 31st at Alan Center at 4 pm. 
However, when the two do formally 
meet on the 31st, the SPBAC 
resolution will more than likely be in
dicative of the SGA's clecision. 

.. .. e .. 
~ 

Sticking It In the Chancellor's ear 
LSD appeared on 2-way radio Monday night and 

answered questions on the-..-international program, 
.Dreyf':'s Lake, food c·oop and library hours-. 

Socialist ~nipes maior party defense policy 

By lane Schumacher 
In his speech, Frank Zeidler, the 

Socialist Party's nominee put strong 
emphasis on such issues as the arms 
race the problems or world hunger, 
and '.the increasingly rightward ten
dency of the major poliUcal Jl:Brties. 
The minority party Presidential can
didate spoke on the UWSP campus 
last Mon~y afternoon . -

Zeidler told the estimated crowd of 
400 that this is the first time since 1956 
that the Socielist Party has had a c'lm
didate on the Presidential ballot. And 
the patty did this because of what 
Zeidler termed, " a political drift in 
our nation leading toward ultr
conservatis:O, and the hard right." 

Zeidler characterized the arms 
race as the major. issue in the U.S., 
and cautioned ihe interested audien
ce on · the "rising elements of 
militarism in the U.S." The three
term mayor of Milwaukee (1941HiO), 
suggested, "We must make the first 
step in the form of a gambit, at stop
ping this arms race." 

"We have to make the first move in 
the hopes that peace interests in the 
Soviet Union, which I'm sure exist, 
will react likewise." In Zeidler's 
opinion the major parties' feeling 
that a cut in defense means a 
decrease in jobs, is an unwarranted 
fear . 

Rather, Zeidler proposes that a cut 
in defense spending will allow for im
mense expenditures OJ! domestic 
needs, which he feels i)Y•ll be more 
beneficial. 

A few of the areas Zeidler would 
like to concentrate oil domestically 
are . "more public enterprise, a 
broadening of conservation through 

. public works programs, and a 
special emphasis · on educational 
needs." 

The speaker told the audience, "We 
need a vision, a new sense of purpose, 
not merely because of Watergate an_d 
the current political morality, but 
because we've lost our sense of how 
we can help others." , 

Zeidler urged people to vote for a 
third party by explaining, "You're 
not throwing your vote away when 
you issue a protest vote for a minority 
party. Instead you're supporting the 
historic, humanistic tradition of 

, democratic socialism-that peoples of 
all cultures and backgrounds can get 
together." 

The Socialist candidate cited civil 
rights, the eight-hour day, and Blue 
Cross-Blue Shield as examples of 
progressive movements which have 
had their bases in minority parties. 
"We influence and the major parties 
pick up our ideas," he said. 

Zeidler also stressed the need for 
comm untiy planning and a 
progressive movement locally in ad
dition to planning on a national level. 
"With Jimmy Carter in power, I 
would believe that the progressive 
points of democratic local machines 
would be carried out on the national 
platforms." He continued, "A party 

like us concentrates on the local spec
trum." 

In concluding his address, Zeidler 
expressed a hope for " rescuing the 
Socialist name from those who have 
given it the toatlitarian connotation. 
We don't advocate the workers run
ning the government or a on~party 
labor system." 

" Instead we're looking for an 
evolutiona'ry and parliamentary 
change to workers becoming more in
strumental and effective in both local 
and national governent." 

Vaccine 
arrives 

Dr. Numsen of the Health Center 
announced that 14,000 doses of the 
monovalent swine flu vaccine will )le 
distributed at P .J . Jacobs Jr. High 
School on Saturday, October 30, from 
8 am to 5 pm and on Sunday, October 
31, from 10am to4pm. 

The monovalent vaccine is 
available free of charge to anyone 
over 18 years of age, who is in general 
good health. 

The bivalent vaccine, which is only 
given to individuals in the " high risk" 
health group, is llVailable now at the 
Health Center. This "high risk" 
group includes persons with heart, 
lung and kidney disorders and 
diabetics. If you are unsure as to 
which vaccine you should be getting, 
call the Health Center at 346-4646. 
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Are you satisfied with the 
current library hours? 

Summary-According to &his sur
vey, it seems that most students 
woold like to have the library open on 
Friday and Saturday nights and 
!!3rlier on Sunday. Those were the 
gripes that were brooght up the most. 
The next point to ·be stressed was 
that 10 om is too early to close durln11: 

.. the week. People have other things 
going on aQd jobs, which prevent 
them from getting into the library 
during the day or early evening. 
Also, quite a few people said that· 
although they don't use the library 
themselves that often, they feel that 
others do and it should be open for 
them. Many feel that it is just plain 
ridiculoos that ~ university or this 
size can' t afford to keep the library 
open longer. 

RandyFocbs, 2132 Clark St., Jr. 
"l would like the library open more 
OD weekends. The week hours are 
ok." 

Lee Tikalsky 1424 East Ave., Sr. 
" l think the library should be open 
longer, especially on the weekends. A 
lot or people don't g~t time to use the 
library during the week because or 
classes and other things going OD. 
When they get time to study on the 
weekend, there's no place to go. You 
can't get ahold or materials you need 
and alot or upperclassmen do a lot or 
research." 
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Deb Harris, 1220 North Point 
Dr., Jr. "I don't use the library much, 
because I can't study in there. I thmk 
it should be open longer, because I 
know people that do use it a lot. It 
should be open longer on weekends. I 
only use it for research." 

• 
Gail Neff, 401 Meadows Sr. "The 

library is never open when °1 need it 
It's not open late at night or on Friday 
nigh~ wh_en _I like to study. I don't like 
the time hm,ts put on magazine check 
outs . I wish the IMC was open 
longer." · 

Sue Clark, Wau:;au, Sr. " I'm 
satisfied with the library hours. It 
seems to be open when I want to go 
there. I'm not here on weekends, so if 
I would go at all, it would be Sunday 
afternoon and they're open then." 

ByJane Schumacher 

There has been some recent suggestion by UWSP students to 
lengthen the library hours. . 

This issue is one which arises nearly every semester. When 
students realize that library hours don't always concur with 
their schedules, they begin voicing opinions on the matter. 

Current student requests include earlier opening hours during 
the week. later hours on Friday evenings, and an earlier start on 
Sundays . • 

However, according to personnel from the Learning Resources 
Center <LRC ), the current set-up is an attempt to hopefully 
satisfy most people .with the resources at hand . 

These " resources", according to Allen Barrows, basica lly 
amount to experienced help and money. 

As Barrows, director of public services at the LRC, puts it , '· If 
you send me help and the money, I'll gladly give people 24 
hours of service." · 

Tom Mckeown, English 
Professor. "The library hours are 
reasonable. Mos campus libraries 
close at five or IX ·on Friday nights 
and are open from two to ten on Sun
days. I thi_nk it would be a good idea to 
open the hbrary on Friday and Satur
day nights, if they could swing it 
financially . I would say it should be 
open until 12 am all the time." 

Paul Fendos, 1317A Portage St 
Sr. "I'm satisfied with library hou~· 
If I come and they're closed, I just 
come back later. I don't think it's a 
big ,Problem to come back later. I 
don t know the logistics of the 
proble!D or whether it would cost too 
much to keep it open." 

Donna . ·Landowski , 1016 
Arlington, Sr. "The only time I would 
like to see the library opened more 1s 
Saturday nights. Alot of stude~ls 
study on Saturday night and they re 

tuck with no place to go. The hours 
are ok on the other nights though." 

Rick Nie ·· Rt. 6, Stevens _Poi~I, 
Fr. "I'm sa~ed with the !1bra ~ 
houri. I wouldn't use them Friday ~n 
Saturday nights and I sleep la te 
Sundays." 



Barrows is open to suggestions and he beli~ves the _current 
ones are legitimate. In fact, he feels any extension IS legitimate. 
However, there are problems. . 

As for opening at an earlier time each morn mg , Barl;()WS 
states, " When we come in at 7 :45, you could hardly say there are 
people here pushing us in the door. The few students who are 
standing around are waiting to put books on the circulation desk, 
usually because they are unaware of the outside book deposit 
slot." · 

Linette Schuler an instructor in the LRC, points out that later 
Friday hours c~d be· arranged but that their value is 
questionable. " We used to be open until 9 on Friday nights, and 
the usual case was that,there were more staff than students 10 

the building," she reported with a grin. 
On Sundays the after-hours area opens at noon. . 
Barrows explains, " Ideally, 24 hours a day wou!d be beautiful 

but somewhere down the line weilave to comprom1Se and nobody 
wins in a compromise." . : · · . . 

"All these hours (those scheduled now) are based on stat~tics 
of the actual number of people using the library and what they 
are utilizing." 

He adds, "We need a certified staff person-in virtually every 
department of the LRC and these peo1.1le work 40 hours-a week. 
We're always getting pressure for more h~. Take the · 
Documents department for example. That's a uruque area with 
special needs and there's just no .way that it can~ ma~ed by 
just a student." · 

Barrows concludes, " By and large we .don' t stick to rig!d 
policy. We try and accommodate anyone we can. and we II 
change and modify under special circumstances to give them· a 
hand." -

Kurt Wilson, 221 Church Street, 
Soph. "I 'wish library. hours were 
longer on weekends, ope.n on Friday 
and Saturday nights and earliei; on 
Sunday. I would 1!5e those hours 
bect1use I practically live there as it 
is." 

Rick Tank, SGA vice president, 
211 Recre Acres, Jr. "Jim (Eagon) 
and I werii and .talked to the ~n, 
trying to get longer hours, especrally 
on Friday niglits. A lot of people ~re 
complaining about it. It's a question 
of not enough help. There are 
openings but there's nobody that 
wants t~ work those hours. It's 
also a matter of funding , and 
scheduling when are the hours of 
most use. We're trying to push for 
finals week and before. We're trying 
to get it open all night Jong. It's 1' 
ridiculous the way it is now with such 
a limited time." 

KimCha~tier, 524 Clayton, Jr. "I 
think it's ridiculous that you can't 
check out ·books after ten o'.cl~k. If 
you have a part-time job until rune or 
ten, it doesn' t give you much_ hme_. I 
think it's ridiculous that a uruvers1ty 
oC this size can't keep it open longer. I 
can't agree that it wouldn't get 
enough use." 

7. Brenda Krogwold, 'M11 Nelson 
Hall Jr. " I'm not happy with the 
library hours . I'd like ij!em open 
longer on weekdays and Fridays. I'm 
not here on weekends, but that's a 
good time to ~tudy and the library 
should be open more." 

Bill Kluck, 816 Smith St. "When 
_can you study on the weekends? The 
library closes on Friday and Satur
day at 5 pm, and doesn't open until 2 
pm on Sunday. What can you read 
and when can you use the periodicals 
which are iJDportant? I think Ibey 
could develop a system where there 
would be one person at the turnstyle 
that checks out books. It could be 
done but it seems they don't want to." 

Linda Wilson, 309 Nelson Hall, 
Jr. "There should be longer before
hours for people who have an 8 
o'clock test and want to study; Twp 
o'clock on Sunday is ridiculous. The 
day is shot already before :(OU even 
get to the library. The campus is sup
posed to be so anti-alcohol now, and 
yet the- library isn't open on Friday 
nights. But I don' t think they· would 
get the amount of use that they want, 
except for maybe the after-hours 
lounge." 

0 
0 • 0 'D' /!:J i::t. 
~~ -

Kevin Lehner, 2329 Sims, Sr. 
"Students should be able to get into 
the library after 5 pm on Fridays. The 
assumption that no student is going to 
want to study at that- time is pretty 
erroneous. When you have time to do · 
something, you have time to do it. 
Saturday hours aren't 1oil bad, but I 
do think ltiey should have it open 
Fridays at least until 10 PM. Ten 
o'clock is kind of early to close during 
the week. A lot of people would study 
until 12 pm and get a lot more done. 
I'm not happy with the hours at all. I 
don't think the budget would have to 
be altered that much at all to- meet 
those needs. It should be tested to see 
if students would really use the extra 
hours.' ' 

PABCOBUS-SERVICE 
· goes past North Point 

Terrace Ap-artments, Key 
Apartments, ZiJrawski's Trailer 

Court (by Hwy. 51 Drive-In), and 
· many more! ! ! '---

1 O• plus Stud~nt I.D. 
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·Assassination Symposium coming 
proximately ~00 pubhs_hers, he was Kt~g, Jr.). c_urre~tly he and 

ByJaneSchumacher Leopold £eels that SRIPKA's 
The mystery which still surrounds philosophies parallel Dr. 

the' assassination or President John Wrone's. He explains, "At this late 
F . Kennedy will be the main topic or date, 'Who did it?' is essentially a 
discussion. at the Integrity or .Basic false question. The main issue is, 
American Institutions Symposium , '\Y_hy was it covered up?' It amounts 
to be held here November 9 through to a failure of institutions on the part 
13. The assassination or Dr. Martin of the FBI, the Justice Dept. and the 
Luther King, Jr. will also be Warren Commission. 
discussed at this national sym- Dr. Wrone, in his extensive research 
-~ ~the~~~~-

Gathering _here will be £our or the cerned with discussing theories but 
leading experts, according to George rather sticking with the £acts. He has 
Leopold , one or the principle published a book entitled, "The 
organizers or the event. One or these Assassina\ion of John Fitzgerald 
experts is Dr. David Wrone , Kennedy-An Annotated Biography. 
-Associate Professor of History at In the process, Wrone has become 
UWSP. Other keynote speakers will what some term "critic or the 
be- Harold Weisberg, lawyer James critics" . He has made a division of 
Lesar, and law student Howard Roff- the critics in claiming they fall ·into 
man. two categories : the Sane and the Sen-

This event is sponsored by a cam- sationalists C the "self-seekers" ). 
pus organization, Students for the He has put little emphasis on 
Reopening. or the Investigation or speculation that the assassination 
President Kennedv's Assassination. was planned by the Cuban govern-
SRIPKA is an independent group meiit or by the · Dallas Sheriff's 
which, according to president George Dept., £or example. Dr. Wrone £eels 
Leopold, " is unique in its o~n way" . that such theorizing or the dealings is 
"There is one similiar group on the "crazy". 
East Coast but we're the first or this "Once federal officials destroy one 
kind in the ·Midwest," he added. nutty theory, the claim is put forward 
There are also groups in Madison and that all other criticism or the 
Milwaukee that have taken an active assassination is similiar." "One false 
interest · n._ the Kennedy 'who' theory after another can 
assass/pation, but their interest lies gradually destroy the credibility or 
in "who did it" theories. all critics, and ignore the truth. The 

Leopold says the basic motives or . central _question or the assassination 
SRIPKA are " getting the truth out is : What prevented us from learning 
and finding a responsive govern- · the truth about the assassination or 
ment...We want to present what the the President" he stated. 
facts are as opposed to what mos\ Here, according to Wrone, the false 
people read about the controversy." critics will £all away, because only 

Leopold was initially drawn into the factual information will lead to a con-
area when he did some reading on the structive end. 
subjectin high school. Some very ob- · Likewise, rather than speculate, 
vious flaws in the Warren Com- -Weisberg; Roffman and Lesar are 
mission's report sparked his curiosity. looking at the Warren Commission's 
and once in Stevens Point he came own £acts which they believe indicate 
into . contact with Dr. Wrone: As Oswald's innocence. 
Leopold puts it, "Dr. Wrone is just a Harold Weisberg.has been plugging 
great · guy, and he's directed the at the problem since 1964. He has 
group to the areas we're in now. published the Whitewash Serles along 
Hopefully our group has become an with Post Mortem. After sending his 
informational-type thing." first Whitewash piece to ap-
: •• • • •• • ••• •• • •• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • 

. 
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BOOK~FT_ 
FOR BOOKIDVERS 

Come join us at our extrao~dinary 
50% OFF 

, giant paperback book sale. 
Outstanding current and back list 

titles from many leading publishers. 
This is a sale Booklovers-can't afford to miss. 

UNIVERSITY STORE 
OCT. 22~29 
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told, "This ,s sensahonal. ~ood Wet~~g ~re dealing Y.'tth the area of 
luck. " As SRIPKA Vice President balhstics m the JFK picture. At the 
Pat Jensen puts it, "Th~. m~terial symposium, Mv. Lesar will speak on 
was just too hot to handle. Finally, recent developments or both the King 
Weisberg became his own publishe~. and Kennedy cases. 

He came out with_ fac~ which Howard . Rorrman, at 23, is 
disrupted the Comm1ss_ion s work , already considered an expert on the 
but the testimony was ignored. It issue. He has written the book 
seems the Commission_ pushed _the Presumed Gullly. He specializes in 
evidence under the rug ttme and hme the physical aspects of the 
again, deciding, "Let's not rock the assassination, according to Leopold. 
boat." Weisberg asserts_, " If the FBI . He emphasizes the ballistic and 
can cover up the assassmalton o~ an medicalfactsathand. 
american president, they can do Just The most recent mm on the actual 
about anything they ~ant." JFK assassination will be presented 

In an effort to discern what it is Iha t . in addition to the speakers. Put 
motivates Weisberg to c~tinue this together by Robert Groden, Dr. 
drive, George Leopold said, "This Wrone £eels the photography " is ab-
may seem corny, but it might be that solutely first class." The 4-minute 
he wants to leave this world as a bet- film has a good, clear picture, per-
ter place." " It 's obviously not £or · reeled by Groden , · through 
the money- the sensationalists are enlargementandcleaning. 
getting the money and ll,Ublicity ." Hopefully, UWSP students will 

"If there ever was an honest to God learn something from The Integrity 
patriot, he's the guy," said Leopold. of Basic American Institutions 

Jim Lesar has represented National Symposium. As the title 
Weisberg in four court cases based suggests its purpose is to get sound, 

upon the Freedom or Information responsible information across from 
Act. Lesar was also chief defense the premier experts. 
counsel for James Earl Ray (con- All phases or the symposium are 
victed assassin of Martin Luther free . 

ByJimKagon 
The Student Government Association has long prided itself for 

recognizing the needs or the stuilents here at Stevens Point. By 
funding such services as the University Cblld Learning and Day 
Care Center and Student Legal Society and subsidizing student 
ridership on the Feint Area Bus C<>-0p, the Student Government 
provides services otherwise too expensive for students to utilize. 
The PABCO subsidy allows UWSP students to ride the mass 
transit system at a fraction or the normal cost with Student 
Government picking up the remaining cost. 

l~terest in _the student welfare al)(! providing services made 
easily assess1ble to students is a trademark or Student Govern
ment. 

This SumJily, the Student Government Association will be con
sidering t\¥0 proposals concerning the Stevens Point Area Food 
Co-op. One asks for a $5,000 allocation from Student Segregated 
Fees to purchase membership in the CIH>J> for the next two and 
one-half years . The other proposal asks that $2 000 from the 
Student Government Reserve be -used as a subsidy to student 
memberships at the C<>-0p. (The annual membership is five 
dollars, the proposal asks that Student Government pay $2.50 
and the student member pay the remainder.) . 

The Food Co-op itself is good and can provide a service to 
students. The question at hand is if student dollars are to be 
alfocated, what funding methodology is to be used? 

The ''.user fee" concept has strong backing in all areas or 
economics. The PABGO subsidy is based on a user fee, the at
tendance at a Film Society or UAB film is accomplished by a 
user fee--anytime you pay £or an activity, you pay £or-it because 
or the user fee concept. . 

The Co-op prpposal that asks Student Government £or a $2.50 
subsidy on all memberships is based on a user ree. Students 
wishing to join the Co-op will pay just $2.50 for a regular five 
dollar _membership. The small fee will allow student's mem
·bertsh1p at the C<>-0p a 10 per cent discount on all items pur
chased there and a vote on any Co-op business. 

The proposal £or an outright $5 ooo does not take into con
sid~ration the fact that all students may no.t take advantage or 
their free membership at the Co-op. More distressing though, 1s 
the fact that at no time has the Stevens Point Food Co-op con
ducted a membership drive on the UWSP campus. 

In effect, they are asking £or an allocation without showing the 
number of students who will take advantage or their mem· 
bership. No special effort has been made to acquire student 
mem_bership at the Co-op. , 

This Sunday at 6 pm in the Wisconsin Room of the U{llversity 
Center, both proposals will be up for consideration. The Student 
Government Association needs to know your opinions on this sub\
Ject, they need to know how you want your money spent. I as1< 
and encourage you to attend this important meeting . 



Assassination investigation ; reopened 
By George Leopold 

By a vote of 280 to 65, the House of Representatives on Sept. 17 
voted to reopen the investigation of both the John F '. Kennedy 
a~d Martin Luther King assassinations. Perhaps on the surface, 
this would appear to be the culmination of years of work by 
researchers and critics of the Warren Commission. Yet, the new 
House investigation contains several serious flaws which should 
be brought to light. · 

In the view of the responsible critics of the Warren Com
mission, the most glaring defect in the House probe is its orien
tation towards the false question of "who did it. " If the best in
vestigatory agencies on earth could not (and did not) find the 
real killers of President Kennedy in the months following Nov. 
22, 1963, what makes Congress believe they will thirteen years af
ter the fact? 

Basically, then, the Congressional reinvestigation has been 
misdirected by conspiracy theorists and false critics away from 
the fundamental questions of why the institutions of our govern
ment failed in the initial investigation of President Kennedy's 
murder and why the public still does not know what happened in 
Dallas. · 

Because of the influence of sensationalist critics such as Mark 
Lane, the House investigation headed by Rep. Thomas N. 
Downing CD-Va.> will invariably pursue the so-called "Cuban 
connection" ; i.e.-{:astro had Kennedy murdered in retaliation 
for attempts on his (Castro's own) life by the CIA. Yet, evidence 
of a Cuban conspiracy to murder JFK is IIJlclear and often distor
ted. An illustration of such distortion is an article which ap
peared in the Dec. 7, 1963 issue of the New Republic entitled, 

"When Castro Heard the News. " According to the Senate Report 
on the assassination of President Kennedy (Schweiker Report), 
upon bearing the news of Kennedy's death', Castro inquired as to 
what influence President Johnson exercised over the CIA (the 
implication being Castro's fear of retaliation for the murder of 
the president). 

This, however, is a clear distortion of the facts by the Senate 
Report. This comment was not made until several hours after 

·castro received the initial report. Castro's first words on hearing 
of the assassination were reported by writer Jean Daniel as : 

"Fidel·picked up the phone and I heard him say: 'Como? Un 
atenlado? ' (What's that? An attempted assassioation? ). He then 
turned to us to say that Kennedy had just been struck down in 
Dallas .. . 

He came back, sat down, and repeated three times the words, 
'Es una mala noticia.' <This is bad news.). 

This passage not only places serious doubt on the possibility of 
Cuban participation in the assassination, but, more importantly, 
depicts the Warren Commission-like tactics of the Senate com
mittee; i.e., arriving at a conclusion and then proceeding to 
prove it by distorting the factual base. This distortion was done 
in order to supply yet another false solution to the Kennedy 
assassination. 

For these reasons, the Downing committee must redirect the 
course of its investigation towards the fundamental question of 
why the institutions of government have repeatedly covered up 
the truth in the assassination of President Kennedy. The need to 
do this is urgent, for the Downing committee may have the last 
opportunity . 

Juvenile detention termed "po.or" by Wooden 
By George Guenther 

The quality of juvenile detention in 
Wisconsin is, "poor", said Kenneth 
Wooden, a national authority on ·. 
juvenile justice. Wooden, who lec
tures through th~ National Coalition 
on Juvenile Justice, spoke in room 125 
of the Collins Classroom Center last 
Tuesday. 

During his lecture, Wooden repor
ted harrowing stories of torture and 
death as experienced by children who 
are unfortunate enough to find them
selves under public detention. They 
experience terror at the hands of 
correction officials who are receiving 
state and federal money to treat 
juvenile offenders. 

In Texas, "The FBI investigated 
and documented the systematic, 
horrendous abuse of children," saiil 
Wooden. The evidence was presented 
in a federaf courtin Tyler, Texas. · 

One case involved the Mountain 
View School for Boys. Wooden retold 
the story : " Boys who acted up 
within the institution ... were thrown in 
an eight-by-ten ·room . for thirty 
days ... 1( they went a little bit crazy, 
they were gassed." It was reported 
that one boy who was severely burned 
by the tear gas. ended up hopelessly 
insane. "The gassing log was long 
and it went on for years, " said 
Wooden. ' 

"Young girls testified during the 
trial. Gir!s who were pregnant before 
they were incarcerated were forced 
to take abortion pills or go to solitary 
confinement," said Wooden. "Four 
girls testified about laking the pills, 
and then for some strange reason, the 
girls did not have toilet facilities. 
They were given porcelin pee-pots. 
They confided about aborting por
tions of themselves during the night.·• 
Wooden added, "Those girls, after 

the trial, had to go back to their 
keepers, and Wayne Justus C the 
presiding judge> had to issue four 
contempt citations against medical 
authorities of the Texas Youth Coun
cil Act because ·they would not give 
proper medical treatm~nt." · 

Justus ordered the facilities to be 
closed down, but the slate of Texas 
appealed the decision . In a federal 
appeals court in New Orleans, the 
case was thrown out on a ·point of 
procedure. 

"If any state would undergo the 
same.examination, they would show 
up the sam4l way in my opinion," said 

Wooden. The general findings of a 
juvenile detention study in Wisconsin 
stated, "The county jail is the facility 
most frequently used to hold youth 

: awajting court action.•• Even though 
jails are used, ' '.Less than .9 per cent 
of juvenile offenders are hardened, , 
violent, criminal types," said · 
Wooden. ·. ,.;, 

He added that · 60 per. cent of 
juvenile offenders are status of
fenders 'with offerises . like truancy 
which adults cari not'be !ocked up for. 

. 'J'he study reported, ".Y \)Uth make up 
50 per cent of law enforcement ap
prehensions, yet only a small part of 
law enforcement training is youth
related." Although the Wisconsin 
study did not report gross findings 
like the Texas investigation did, the 
report stated, "The type of detention 
information available varies from 
·county to county; making it difficult 
to assess actual detention practice." 

Wooden taJked about . child 
mistreatment in Penn., Mass., lll., 
N.M., Neb., Calif., Ohio, N.J., and 
Fla . He said the reason we lock-up 
kids is politics; "The politics. of 
professional power, jobs, corruption, 
money, and misinforming the 
public." He told of a Mass. school for 
boys that was closed for three years 
'while people were being paid to staff 
l!n empty institulion., 

Throughout the country, "Boys s~f
fer more P!'Y!!ical abuse, but girls suf
fer morll psychological abuse," said 
Wooden. He added that over two
thirds of the girls being locked up in 
the country are being incarcerated 
for non-criminal acts. "It is common 
for girls to be !(!Cked-up for sexual in
tercourse, but never once have I seen 
a boy locked up for sexual in- · 
tercourse." . Wooden added, "Girls 
slay in institutions longer than boys." 

"Girls are subject to institutional 
drugs that boys are not subject to." 
In Ill., a birth control drug was used 
that had not been approved by the 
Federal Drug Administration. It was 
"a drug t~ y~~inarians refuse to 

. use on animals because it causes 

'Cline IS• diffnnuetll fj/· 
PREPARE FOR: 

MCA T• DAT• .LSAT• SAT 
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT 
ow, ll YMrlor.J&pett.nmand~. SmddaUM.Vol• 
wnMOUI hOfM ,u,~ matef1M6. CCM,W11111 tPlat .. cOMtantly 
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.,~ mat--.. Ma'-"'Pt tot mtlMCI teuons at --ECFMG • FLEX 
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cancer of the breast," said Wooden. 
Wooden IS dedicated to fighting the 

abuses of incarcerated children. He 
is the author of a book, Weeping in the 
Playtime of Others, and he,_is presen
fJy working on a second book. His 
research has led to investigations by 
the Congress and the Justice Depart
ment. CBS "Sixty Minutes" aired a 
segment that WljS based on portion of 
his book exposing ' interstate com-
merce of children. · 

Woode"! ended his presentation with 
a comment on an obscenity he said 
reappeared on the wall of childrens' 
institutions. It was the word " help" . 
"That's .an obscenity because it has 
gone unanswer.ed too long," said 
Woqden. 

=~~~5 f~. 
""°'' - ·-hbortO<••·- .,.~:=-~tlll Now Serving Hamburgers and French Fries 
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People• Places I 
Bi ll Bu llet gets fired up 

By Steve Haasch 

l)id you ever wish high school foot
ball coaches would just come out and 
say what they really feel when 
they're being interviewed? The 
interview below is the kind we might 
hear if the coach ~ as honest. 

"Good afternoon and welcome to · 
'On the Line,' . My guest today is Bill 
Bullet, coach of the Orange Bonnets 
of Villagetown High School. N\ce to 
have you with us, Bill." 

"Sure." 
" Uh ... tell me coach, how does it 

feel to be into a new season?" 
" Oh, all right I guess." 
" You don't sound too enthused, 

Bill ." 
" Well, it is hard to get back into 

something you hate." 
" Football? " 
"No, teaching school. You know, -

the same old grind. Besides, I did a lot 
o{ fishing this summer. Ah ... wait. 
I've got a picture of a muskie I caught . 
up north and ... " 

" Well, we'd better get on to foot
ball . What kind of team have you got 
this year, coach?" 

" It's a thirty-nine incher. Fought 
that son-of-a-gun for a half hour. 
-Really put up a nice figh t. 

There .. .look at the s ize of ... " 
" Ah .. . Coach, Coach! What about 

your football team? What kind of 
team do you have this yea'r?" 

" Huh? Oh .. . yeah. Well, actually, 
Bob, our team really sucks this 
year." 

"Oh, how's that?" 
" Well, our offense hardly knows 

which end of the field to go to, much 
less how to get there. Our line is 
about as sturdy as bowling · pins . 
We're just basically a lousy team. 

COMPACT STEREO SYSTEMS 
by meri+on 

wlih or""~ c...._-tte. Of" I-tr~ f'aaorcllt i 

· p;cea 8'ar"ns c1 I 
•.2392§. 

IN 
HOURS: MON.-THURS. 9:30-5:30, FRIDAY 9:30-9 

SAT, 1f:00-4:00 RECORD DEPT. OPEN UNTIL 9:00 
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Bob.·· 
" Ah .. .l see. Well , sounds great , 

Bill . Say. wha t about your qua r
ter back. Randy Ruckhouse?" 

" \l'e feel Randy is one of the worst 
quarterbacks in the conference 
today . Bob ... 

" Why keep him in then?" . 
"Well , who the hell else am I gomg 

to put in there? Besides, his dad is 
vice-president of the local bank ." 

"So? ' ' 
" Well . I'll tell you Bob. I've got my 

eye on this litUe lake cottage up nor
th. I thought maybe I'd hi t Randy 's 
dad for a loan later on this year . This, 
by the way. is a very solid cottage. I 
feel it's at one of the great places to 
catch Muskie in the s tale todaY. . J?id 
I show you this picture of... " 

" Yes you did, Coach. Listen, you 
don't s~nd real pleased with your 
tea m. What are you going to do this 
afternoon against the Icepickers' 
qu a r te rback , Firing Fred 
Washington?" 

" Well, yes we really gotta get 
Washington. I told the boys to try to 

get in there and break his leg if they 
could ." 

" Isn' t that a litUe drastic, Coach?" 
" Well, we feel Firing Fred will be 

really tough this year. So if we can 
put him out for the season, it 'll really 
help. Of course, it doesn't have to be 
a broken leg. A broken collarbone or 
even a good shot to the groin might do 
the trick , Bob." 

'.'.Aren' t you forgetting abqut spor
tslnanship? " 

"That's r ight, Bob, I've fold our 
boys to forget about sportsmanship 
this year. We tried that crap in the 
past and it didn 't get us anywhere." 

" I see. What other plans do you 
have for -this.year? " · 

" Well , we ' re gonna try some new 
things, Bob. One idea we' re knockin' 
a round is to try to sneak some Ex-Lax 
into the opposing team 's water. l'l'e 
got one of the guys working on a way 
to make the water taste like normal: 
Don' t know how he's doing though: 
he hasn' t been in school for some time 
now. We've got one guy ex
perimenting a way to instantly 
change into the opposing team·s 
uniform right on the field. This way 
he can really screw up their plans and 
sneak in on their huddles. This boy. 
incidentally , wants to be a magician. 
So you· can see we try to make our 
plans according to a boy's abilit ies 
and interests." 

" Yes, I see .. . " 
"To give you another example or 

that, .we've got one boy who collects 
spiders. He's got some tarantulas. 

We thought our line could possibly 
use them to freak out the other team. 
You know, throw them into the other 
guys' !;Ices just as the ball is snapped 
and so on. We' re tliising around some 
ideas for using his pet timber rattler 

. too." 
" I can see the possibilities. Aren't 

these things a little drastic just to win 
ballgames?" 

" Well you know I have to win." 
"Kind of in your blood, huh?" 
" No, not really. I want to be a 

proball coach some day. " 
" I see. You're after the cha llenge 

and excitement of pro footba ll." 
" No. I'm after the money, the 

fame, and the women. Also, I'd like a 
chance to go Muskie fishing on 
'American Sportsman.' " 

Stude-nts introduced to the 
Learning Resource Center 

By Chris Gaedtke 
Each semester, the UWSP library 

s taff offers LR IOI- Effective Use of 
the LRC, a pass-fail, one credit 
course. It is designed to familiarize 
students with the resources which the 
libra ry has to offer. Most students 
have found the course a beneficial aid 
when undertaking research papers 
and class projects. 

Linette Schuler, former coor
dinator of the course, pointed out that 
few students realfy knQW the scope of 
services offered by the LRC. Donna 
Carpenter, in charge of Circulation, 
added, "Students can't make use of 
services that they don't know exist. " 

According to Schuler, LR 101 was 
designed to familiarize university 
s tudents with both the services of
fered and the s taff involved . " For ·a 
newcomer," she explained, "the 
physical size of building itself is 
awesome .. . We'd like to alleviate 
some of the frustr-ation involved with 
tasks as s imple as checking out books 
and finding magazines." , 

The course IS constructed of 
separate sessions concerning each 
part of the LRC, such as Reserve, € ir
culation, Periodicals and Microfilms 
and Instructional Materials Cente; 
CIMC>. 

" Each session is taught by people 
that s taff that particular area, " 
stated Schuler. "That way, the LRC 
is allowed a human element." .Not 

. only a re the staff people best acquain
ted with their own department, but 
they can also serve as a familiar face 

to students who return for help. 
LR 101 ai; created in 1972 

primarily to help freshmen and 
sophomores, according to Schuler. 
Since then, first semester freshmen 
have been encouraged to take the 
course, but many have turned it dow,n 
because it is an elective and doesn t 
fill any specific requirements . 

" Freshmen have to find out ho"; 
much they really don't know,' 
suggested Carpenter. Effective use or 
the !:.RC is essential to good research 
papers. Eyeryone should explore th~ 
library's services carefully: the cour 
se offers a systematic method . 

Schuler emphasized thai the course 
is open to all students. In the past. th~ 

· course has appealed to und 
derclassmen, · upperclassmen . . an 
even those who want to extensively 
prepare for graduate work . 
· Next semester the center plans .to 
-offer three sections of LR lOl , in· 
eluding Monday and Tuesday sec· 
tions at 3 pm and a Mon.-Thurs . s~· 
tion during the third four-week period 
of the semester. The s taff is hop in~ 
that afternoon sessions will be mo!ct 
attractive, and that the condens 
class will appeal to s tudents who need 
credits and assistance after dropping 
classes . 

1 At Registration, cards for LR 1\ 
will be filed with lnstructJona 
Resources More information can be 

· obtained from ·Kathy Halsey. this 
year's course coordina tor·. 



Students can· help the elderly 

By E,_llyn Sjoman . 
James Kellerman, executive direc

tor of th~ Portage County Com
mission on Aging urges UWSP 
students to lose their ignorance about 
the elderly. 

In an inlerview last Thursday, 
Kellerman said that the best way. for 
students to help the elderly was to be 
students-study _what causes the 
problems the elderly face today, and 
to learn about possible solutions. As 
voters and taxpayers, we need to be 
intelligenUy informed to determine 
what legislation will or · will not be 
adopted to aid the elderly. 

What is happening 'to seruor·c1t1zens 
today will determine what happens to 
senior citizens of tomorrow ... us! The 
quality of living for the elderly is in 
our hands. 

The Commission on Aging's main 
function is to advocate programs to 

meet the needs of the older cmzens maintain a comfortable ,standard of 
through private and publio living, these SOU{Ces of income are 
organizations. This is accomplished not adequate. This is where the Com-
through' pr~ams . guided by the mission on Aging can help the older 
commission such as Outreach ·work citizens in Portage County. 
and Retired Senior Volunteer Outreach Work is the ihformational 
Program (RSVP>. · . center which contacts older persons 

In the past, families took care of m the county on an individual and 
their own. The extended family joined group basis to inform them of ser-
a nuclear unit of two or more vicesavailablein~ortageCounty. 
generations through a kinship bond, RSVP was created to provide op-
and each had certain duties within p(irtunities for retirement age per-
this unit to perform. The elderly, if . sons to participate more fully in the 
health a,llowed, woulg.pecfyrm simple life of their communities through 
chores, and help with the ~ring of volunteer service. Funds for RSVP 
children. An excellent portrait of this were provided through a grant from 
classic family structure is the ACTION. 
popular television program "The The Commission has established a 
Wal tons." monthly newsletter desi$1led to keep 

Unfortunately, this type of family older persons abreast of current 
strµcture is dying out. The greater news, monthly activites, reports on 
mobility of today's families causes developing plans, atid feedback from 
the elderly to be left behind. Homes senior citizens. The monthly 
are smaller. Often, the middle class newsletter is written for and by the 
family finds caring for their elderly is older citizens of Portage County, and 
economically impossible. r is distributed free to the elderly. 

Adding to the problem is the id~ of Some of the programs in which 
:omandatory retirement. Older citizens UWSP students are involved or can 

lose their source of income and in- become involved are the Noon Meal 
flation eats away at the savings they Program, Meals oh Wheels, and 
once hoped would see them com- helping older citizens with household 
fortably through their senior years. chores. 

In Portage County, 25 percent of the The Noon Meal Program, a one 
older citizens have an income of month pilot project, offers senior 
$3,000 or less which puts them, ac- citizens a nutritious and appetizing 
oording to government standards, on meal for only $1 .25. Meals are 
the poverty level. The major source prepared by the County Home, River 
of income for many of Uiese older Pin,es Health Center, and St. 
citizens is Social Security. The Social Michael's Hospital and are delivered 
Security system was originally to the Elk's Club Lodge where they 
'designed to supplement a retirement are served once a week. Marilyn 
pension, not replace it. Some· older Plomann, a UWSP grad assistant in 
folks have savings ac.counts to draw nutrition, bas volunteered her time in 
from , while others had joined organizing the servioe of the food to 
retirement pension programs upon the older citizens who attend the Noon 
whi.ch they can liv.e. But in or~r t~ Meal. 

U.A.B. COFFEEHOUSE PRESENTS: 

THE GOLDEN VOICE OF 
. . 
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ITCH ELL 
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OCTOBER · 25-27 
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After the trial period is over, the 
program will be evaluated to deter
mine if the meals will be offered on 
additional _days during the week. Ac-
cording to Kellerman, tne program 
has been extremely popular with the 
older citizens in Stevens Point. At last 
week's meal, 75 older citizens at
ten~ed, and reservations for the 
coming week had increased. 

Kellerman also sugg~ted that 
UWSP students may be interested in 
assisting with the Meals on Wheels 
program, providing they have a car 
to use. This would involve delivering 
meals to the elderly in the area. The 
time volunteered is determined by 
your personal schedule. The Meals on -
Wheels appreciates any effort, 
whether one hour a month or one hour 
every day . 

· UWSP students can help the 
elderly with household chores by con
tacting Debbie Donaldson, resident 
director at Burroughs Hall. Donald
son coordinaates groups of students 
who volunteer time to assist with yar
dwork , snow removal, minor repairs, 
and other projects. The projects in
volve , minimal time, offer no 
monetary ·rewards, but instead 
rewards the efforts with the gratitude 
of the older citizens who appreciate a 
job well done. 

What is happening to the older 
citizens · of this nation . today will 
generate the progress and the 
benefits of the older citizens of 
tqmorrow. To help improve their 
quality of living is helping to improve 
our lives now and in the future. Now 
is the time to· become involved with 
the older citizen in this nation. Think 1 

about how you can help! 

CHUCK MITCHELL, A FOLK GUIT,\RIST, PLAYS SIX AND 12-STRlNG GUi
l ARS. HE MAINTAINS AN -UNUSUAL VARIETY OF MATERIAl FROM POEMS, 
TO ORIGINAL MUSIC, AND CONTEMPORARY SONGS BY FAMOUS WRITERS. 
A ONE MAN SHOW THAT IS .ALWAYS A SUCCESS HERE AT UWSP. . 

PLUSt FOOD SPECIALS BY UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICE , 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 25-BELGIAN WAFFLES 

TUESDAY; OCTOBER 26-FUPGE 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27-TO BE ANNOUNCED 

A L IN THE G_RIDIRON DURING CHU~K'S PERFORMANCE 
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FACS -gives free advice 
By Scott Simpkins 

' If you've ever had problems with 
determining your '!lajor or, agr~ing 
with or even meeting four assigned 
advisor, or deciding what class_es to 
take next semester, tbe place to go is 
the Faculty Advising Center for 
Students CFACS) . Not only can they 
give alot of good advice, but a touch of 
human kindness exists there also. 

John Timcak, the director of FACS, 
his asst. director, Chris Nielson, and 
a staff of about thirty people (volqn
teer faculty mer;nbers ;md two Co-op 

students) constitute the advising staff 
at FACS. Last semester, FACS 

. helped 1,300 students with various 
academic problems, 400 of them 
during t~e first two weelts . 

The FACS office is set up so that 
anyone who shows up can be helped 
on the spot. When it gets busy, the· 
staff drops petty office work and pit
ches in to help students so there will 
be as little waiting as possible. 

FACS offers many servic_es to · 
students who need help in deciding 

what classes to take or what major 
would fit them best. They do not 
decide what classes the students will 
take, but counsel them in making the 
right decisions for meetii:ig the 
requirements. of their major. ,Ac
cording to Chris Nielson, the advice 
given concerning class choices is the 
most personalized and accurate 
available on campus. She also 

Fed up with 
''Carter - Ford''? 

you have a 
CHOICE! 

Vote for JOBS, LOWER PRICES 
PEAC~,EQUALITY 

an end to RACISM! 

-------
_, ____ -f 

stressed that they try to be as un
derstanding as possible. 

Assigned advisors, through no fault 
of their own, cannot be specialized in 
all fields. At FACS, however, there 
are many specialized advis~rs . 
Each semester, a schedule of office 
hours for each advisor is printed and 
distributed so that stude_nts can deter
mine when they c_an catch the advjjor 

Don't sit out 
this 
election! 

'they n~. So, if )'.OU're thinking or 
bec~mrng a chemtstry major, you 
won t have to talk to an advisor who 
t<>Jtches military science, . 

Not only can the people at FACS 
help you to d~ide a major, but they 
can also Ii.ell> you find a school with a 
major not offered at UWSP. Their 
shelves are packed with current 
Wisconsin university catalogues as 
well as many from - out-of-stare 
universities. 

The people at FACS are up to dale 
on any current changes in 
requirements for majors . They can 
also help you with any problem you 
may be having with drop-add, pass . 
fail , or auditing classes. 
In addition to their office work 

FACS sends speakers to dorms lo ex
plain the service and encourage . 
visits. 

Chris Nielson indicated that FACS 
is extremely bw;y during registration 
and that s tudents should be 
thil\king about seeing an advisor and 
choosing.their classes early. 
· In order to avoid problems, students 

should select classes before 
registration when final exams and 
term papers are underway. 

Now that second semester is 
coming up and registration is just a 
few months away, it wouldn't be a 
bad idea to stop over at FACS. A vis it 
there can be very helpful, especially 
if you are an undecided major or are 
confused over your classes for next 
semester. 

The FACS office is located in the 
Collins Classroom Center in room 105 
and is open from 9 am-3 pm, Monday 
through Friday, or you can ca ll 346-
2321 for an appointment. 
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Some kids get a Head Start 
fident , aware of themselves , others 
and society. 

The Head Start staff is directed 
from the main office, located at 2417 
Main St. , Stevens Point, by Head 
Start director Sue Chapman and in
cludes five tea,chers with specia l 
training for Head Start, five teacher's 
assistants, five cooks, and five coor
dinators. 

The coordinators of each center 
l there are currently five full-year 

'centers in Portage, Waushara , and 
Marq uette counties) work with 
parents on informing them of such
benefits as food ' stamps or how to 
teach their children themselves. The 
family is the principle influence on 
the child's development and must be 

. a direct participant in the program. 
· A.health coordinator works with the 

\.•""'•iiiii-.l!:!lllli#'9'1~f".Wi:ililllli~ cooks in planning meals. The coor
By Jane Stoops 

For 100 four-year-olds in Portage, 
Waushara and Marquette counties , 
this could be the year they remember 
as the beginning. Project Head Start , 
a federally funded program by the Of
fice of ' Child Development, is 
designed to promote the growth and 
development of low income parents 
and their children . • This is done 
through recruitment by the Head 
Start Social Services coordinator a nd 
followed up by individual teachers 
visiting the homes monthly . 

Head Start draw~ together the pre
school child, the family , and com
munity resources which contrib~te to 
the child's total development in the 
areas of education, social services . 
parent involvement , nutrition. 
medical and dental health . Head 
Start helps children become self con-

dinator also sets up the cjental and 
physical exams, including vision and 
hea rin·g screening, that each child 
rereives when entering the program. 
A lu ll-time registered nurse serves 
the program and advises parents and 
staff in the a rea of sound health prac
tices. 

An education coordinator is a 
resource person who works with all 
the teachers to develop new ideas for 
learning. The Head Start program is 
based on the belief that every child 
should be recognized as an individual 
.and respected as such. Head Start 
wants the children to develop self con
cepts. 
· A special service coordina!or works 

with any handicapped children in the 
program that may need special at- · 
tention. Children's attitudes towards 
physical deformities are positively 

IN CONCERT! !· ! 

molded as children with han
dicapping condi(\ons are main
streamed into the regular.Head Start 
program as full participants within 
the limits of th'eir handicaos . 
The age range of head-start par

ticipants is four to six . Children at
tending kindergarten in the fall the 
following year, and whose parents 
fall within the Community Services 
Administration Income guidelines 
ar~ the first choice. 

This year's· program will in
clude one month of home bound 
teaching .. From September 1 to Sep
tember 30 the teachers work homes 
with children and their families . 
From October 1 to May 31, the 

children will be in classrooms Mon
day through Wednesday. Thursday 
and Friday the teachers will be 
making home visits. 

The goals of Head Start a re fulfilled 
by providing individualized in
struction in the classroom and home. 
Through social , intellectual, physical, 
and emotiona l . experiences, the 
children and teaching staff can in
teract on a one-to-one basis . 

The Head Start Jlrogram provides 
the basis for continued involvement 
throughout the child's developmental 
years. 

The people involve(l in the program 
believe that they can give special 
children and · their families, an 
educational Head Start. 

RECREATIONAL .SERVICES 

"Foosball· Tournament'; 
SINGLES COMPETITION-WED., OCT. 27th 

7:30 P.M. AT REC. SERVICES 

DOUBLES COMPETITION-THURS., OCT. 28th 
7:30 P.M. AT REC. SERVICES 

DOUBLE ELIMINATION 

ENTRANTS MUST SIGN UP BEFORE 11:00 P.M. 
OCT. 26 AT RECREATIONAL s·ERVICES DESK, 

UNIVERSITY CENTER 

Sunday, October 31_, .1976 
8:00 P.M.-Quandt Gym 

TICKETS:~ 

$4.50/uwsp stud~nt 
$ 5.00/non--stu_dent 
$6.00/day of show 

TICKET OUTLETS: 
STEVENS POINT: UNIVERSITY CENTER, ALLEN CEN· 
TER, DEBOT CENTER, COMMON HOUSE, WESTEN· 
BERGER'S 
MARSHFIELD: TEA SHOP 
WAUSA!;!: MUSIC TREE 
WISCONSIN RAPIDS: CHURCH DRUGS 
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An independent voice 
( cont. from page 1 ) 

~ut let us not dwell on those who 
might or might not cast their votes 
and return to those portraits for a 
moment. Fashioned from no ordinary 
cal)vas they reflect two images. Jn 
fact , they are like those · curious 
plastic pictures one used to get in 
Cracker Jacks. where all vou had to 
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do to yield the alternate view was 
change the angle of lighting. This is 
not to suggest that politicians, by lot, 
are schizophrenic or two-faced : it is 
just that sometimes in the hurly
burly of campaigning the idealistic 
and the realistic get confused. The 
portraits would try to resolve this by 
presenting bo\h views. 

Now if you start at the beginning or 
the galler-y,whe~e t~ose candidates 
whose nam~ begin with the first few 
letters of the alphabet are hung you 
will s~n bYJ?BSS the two port'rai ts 
popularized in ihe. press as the 
Challenger and' the Incumbent. or 
them much has been written . my in 
te.nt . is not to dwell on the, s'o let u; 
continue our stroll, stopping only 
w~en we get to the portrait of a man 
WJth an axe hanqle. Here it becomes 
necessary to backstep one picture 

In. front of us now hangs a v;tal
loo~ing man of 60, with iron hair of 
white and an .economical smile. His 
name, according to the placard, is 
Eugene McCarthy. And in the space 
where party designation is to be listed 
it says Independent. . 
. View one .then, from the angle of 
1deahsm, yields this portrait : my 
name is Euge~e McCarthy, I am 
gomg to win_ this election as an in
de~ndent can!lidate, I am goi ng to 
m1llate broad sweeping reform on 
many different levels and hope to 
reflect the wishes of the American 
people at large instead of any single 
political party. · • 

View.two; h?wever,. from the angle 
of realism, yields t_h1s portrait : my 
name 1s E\lgene Mc,Carthy, I hope to 
not ·only offer an alternative to the 
Americ;in voters, but to also score 
some very valid points about the way 
our gove_rnment is being mishandled. 
and I could very well be the crucial 
factor in this election in terms of a 
Ford or Carter ascendency. 

Two portraits sharing the · same 
man and never the twain shall meet. 
Or. is this too an idea that belongs 
~tr1ctly · to the province of our 
imaginations? In an effort to fi nd out, 
it is necessary to abandon our gallery 
of the mind and go back to the real 
world, to where most of the media 
coverage of this year's election has 
focused on Jerry Ford and Jimmy 
Carter. 

" ... its a question of what kind 

of society you ·want and what 

kind of judgemen! you wont 

to make, about the America 

of 1984." 

With the cooperation of McCarthy 
'76 Headquarters in Washington, 
D.C. , the Pointer managed to per· 
suade the former Minnesota senator 
to grant an exclusive interview by 
phone. Such that it went, follows. 
edited only slightly for space con· 
siderations, repetitiousness. and a 
smoother, more linear fl ow. Those 
concerned with the welfare of this 
country are advised to weigh .the 
senator's remarks 'with impart ,a hly, 
to compare and contrast them. wilh 
those of the other candidates, ,f for 
nothing else. than the exposure of 
other less publicized or shopworn 
ideas· . 

Lastly, it must be mentioned that ,n 
presenting this article to the UWSP 
readership neither thl} staff .or the 
Pointer nor this writer wishes 11 to be 
taken as an advocacy of Eugene Mc· 
Carthy.over anyone else. ·t 

Rather think of it as a porlra, 
hanging in a gallery ~here a ll thos.: 
who would aspire to this cou.ntry 
highest office are cast in equal light. 



"You have to read the 

trouble 'and act on it." 

1600 miles away in Portland, 
Oregon, McCarthy began his in
terview by responding to charges 
made by both Wisconsin Governor 
Patrick LuceY. and Representative 
Morris Udall over the past two weeks . 
Speaking in Madison, both Lucey and 
Udall have claimed not only can the 
independent candidate not win, but to 
vote for him was as good as voting for 
GeraldFord. · 

Asked if he found it frustrating to 
be attacked from this point of view in: 
stead of on what he saw as the issues, 
McCarthy replied, " Well, I think it in
dicates the poverty of the Democratic 
Party and that it doesn't want to 
defend its positions on the issues or 
defend its candidate. 

"" In 1948, the Democrats were 
challenged !>Y both Strom Thurmond, 
who was an anti-civil rights can
dida te in the south and by Hei:iry 
Wallace, and I don't think they ever 
cried about it, they just went ahead 
and presented their program. This 
lime the Democrats s~ d most of 
their time crying about my candidacy 
instead of saying we ought to vote for 
Ca rter because he's got a good 
program, which is what they did in 
"48. 

""The second point I'd make is if 
people want to surrender indefinitely 
to the kind of politics you get ft.om the 
Hepublicans and the Democrats, 
that's their decision. to make. But it's 
one that I didn't want to make and it 's 
the reason why we're conducting this 
campaign. 

"" You can't set off political 
decisions here.four years at a time," 
McCarthy complained. "You have to 
read the trouble and act on it. And to 
say. well , don't do it this time, may~ . 
you can do it in four years, and then 
you ca n wait another four years, and 
that's 1984. We could have 50 million · 
poor people in this country and 12 
mill ion people out of work and-have 
an inflation rate of six or eight per
cent and still survive. Rome declined 
for 400 years - roughly . But it's a 
question of what lond of society you 
wa nt and what kind of judgement you 
want to make about the America of 
1984 . If that's more important than 
si mply the survival of the party, then 
t think people should vote for me. " . 

As in 1968, when he focused most of 
lns.rttention on a single issue C i.e., 
the _War in Indochina) , McCarthy is 
a_ga m concentrating his attack, this 
time focusing on what he sees as the 
dangers. the dominance and the ex
clusiveness of the two-party system 
m American politics . 

Asked if he thought his denial of 
matchmg campaign funds and his ex
cluSJon from the national debates 
helped to reinforce the Jnain attack of 
his candidacy, McCarthy said, " Oh, I 
think 1t underwrites It. It shows the 
arroga nce of the two parties .. . and 
how they've proceeded to finance 
themselves and to exclu(je everyo_ne 
else. and not only exclude but make it 
d,ff,cult for anyone else to raise 
mon~y for a political campaign. 
They re quite prepared at least I 
~ssume they were, to a~cept the ad- . 
anwges or equal time and to deny it 

to anyone else. 
--certainly ." he charged, " NBC 

: CBS thought they were willing to 
·ause both of those networks went 

10 the Democrats and the 
Repubhca ns and asked them to 
~~spend the equal time provisions of 
wir~aw on the condition that the net-

s could then give the Democrats 

and Republicans free time. Not on the 
condition that the networks be set 
free to give time to anyone they wan
ted to, but on the condition that they 
would give time only to the two major 
parties. 

"Then of course in the present in
stance the networks have rallied 
round and the parties have accepted 
the exclusiveness of the debates and 
seem to be unconcerned about the 
denial of the freedom of speech or the 
freedom of communication To me 
when they 're all saying my ~ampaig~ 
might affect the outcome oi the elec
tion, whether~r good or bad, that's 
not the issue raise with reference 
to freedom of s h. The rule is that 
you ask 'do tlie people have a right to 
hear it? ' and ' is it something that will 
have an effect?' 

"As I pointed out, in 1968 George 
Wallace was predicted to have an ef
fect on the outcome of the election. He 
had about ten or 12 percent in the 
polls. And his position on the issues, 
extreme as they were, were featured 
almost everyday in the newspapers 
and on television. There are polls 
showing me with ten or 12 percent, 
yet because we're not shouting 
'Segrega tion !' or 'Attack Moscow!• 
the press has evidently decided they 
won' t publicize them. " r · 

McCarthy agreed that this as an 
issue seemed to be less volatile than 
the one which won him the Wisconsin 
primary eight years ago, but was no 
less important. " It 's a "different kind 
of issue," he added. '"68 was an im
portant yea r in that if it hadn 't been 
for the rules of the Democratic Party 
we could have stopped the war. And 
that was a very , very jmmediate 
issue. So I wouldn 't say this is mo,e 
important. .. but in terms of structure 
and process of government the issues 
we' re raising this campaign are, I 
think, very important. " 

The Independent again cited the 
delinquency of the media when asked 
to respond why it seemed so many 
people knew little or nothing about his 
positions on some of the more con
ventional issues . "Well, we've been 
putting out releases for a year-and-a
half," he explained. " I think my of
fice issued over 5000. But as far as we 
know only about 100 have been picked 
up and reported by the press. '' 

" ... in terms of structure and 
process· of government, the 
issues we're raising in this 

campaign are, I think, 

very important." 

McCarthy claims he has in .cam
paign literature and speeches to date 
not only tried to spotlight the central 
issues of his campaign about party 
loyalty and monopoly, but also to 
disseminate his views on the other 
major issues as well . 

For example. the former Minnesota 
senator is on the record for reducmg 
unnecessary waste and expense by 
the Defense Department, as well as 
cutting down on what he calls the 
profligacy of the automobile . m
duslry. He charges that Detroit 1s 
spending about $750 million a year on 
advertising alone to make us unhap-
py'about our cars. . 

His pla ns for the economy mclu_de 
selective use of credit controls , excise 
taxes , investment credit and ac
celera ted depreciation. He would also 
make the Federal Reserve Board 
subject to the Treasury which would 
then, he claims . allow the govern
ment to no longer use the Federal 
Reserve to cover its own . irrespon-
sibillity . . 

As for unemployment, ever smce 
1972 when McCarthy firs t proposed 
the idea of work redis tribution to the 
Democratic Platform, he has been 
campaigning for a shorter workmg 
year very similar to what the 

automobile laborers are now at
tempting to negotiate.-Hopefully, this 
would not involve a four-day work 
week as the press has charged, but 
would . incorporate longer vacations 
and there£ore reinvolve more 
workers in the labor pool. . 

His civil reforms include the 
guaranteeing of a quality education, 
equal employment, decent housing 

· and comprehensive medical care, but 
only if the.programs 1nvolved could 
be self-perpetuating and secure from 
political interference and would not 
stigmatize the individual the way 
welfare or foodstamps sometimes do 

n<xnd McCarthy has his cabinet 
named already, combining·several of 
the now distinct positions into one 
C North Carolinian Governor Terry 
Sanford, for example, would head a 
combined State and Defense agency ). 

Asked, how:ever, if he had any 
overriding concern or vision of 
America in arriving at these 
positio9s, McCarthy , after 
disavowing any major philosophical 
anthem, said , " It's the sort of, vision 
that Walt Whitmann had. It was not of 
the imposition of some great 
socialistic ideal, but of a place in 
which people could really do wha l he 
called and what the Declaration calls 
' the pursuit of happiness." ' 

" ... the Democrats , I think, 

are dec~iving the people 

suggesting they have remedies 

when they don't have." 

Talk then returned to how Mc
Carthy was currently waging his 
campaign. Critical in theory of both 

.Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter, and 
claiming that no matter who won the 
election between the two on Nov em- _ 
ber 2 the resul~ would be largely the 
same. McCarthy has nonetheless, at 
least according to the press, seemed 
to be more critical of the Challenger 
than the Incumbent. 

After it was suggested . by this 
reporter tliat perhaps he was. con
centrating on Jimmy Carter because 
any voter he was likely to turn off to 
the Democrats, especially those con
sidered liberals, would be more likely 
to vote for Eugene McCarthy, the 
candidate· denied he was attacking 
only the Democrats in· his campaign 
outings. . I 

But when asked specifically llboul 
a speech he made in Madison two 
weeks ago, when he seemed to 
heavily concentrate his attack on 
Carter's term as governor, McCarthy 
relented a little. "Well, the other 
thing is that people know where Ford 
stands ," he said. "But the 
Democrats, I think , are deceiving the 
people suggesting they have 
remedies when they don' t have." 

"The Humphrey-Hawkins Act (for 
example ) is an 85 percent fraud , yet 
they're presenting i\ as an answer to 
unemployment. Nobody believes the 
Republicans have an answer, but the 
Democrats are pretending' they have 
one. So you attack the pretense and 
the misrepresentation , which is out 
there." 

" We know what Ford's energy 
program is . Meanwhile, the 
Democrats are pretendir.g they can 
solve the energy problem by breaking 
up the oil companies and repealing 
the depletion allowance. So what you 
say is the. Democrats are talking non
sense and ~ Republicans are just 
carrying on in their own vein and no 
one's takind seriously their proP<!_Sals 
for a solution. But in the case of the 
Democrats you have an element of 
deception , of misrepresentation, and 
certainly not a presentation .of what 
ought to be done." 

Once again we returned to focus on 
the national media . ·Asked about the 
irresponsibilities of the press in Cam-

paign '76 and if perhaps they weren' t 
doing the best of all possible jobs, -Mc
Carthy, citing wbat ·bas yet to ap
proach even token coverage _of his 
campaign, was openly critical. 

"This year v.:-e're trying 

to change the national 

rules ·in party politi~." 

" Basically," he· claimed, " they've 
allowed the League·of Women Voters 
to decide who the..._major .candidates 
are, and allowed the networks to 
decide whether or not they're going to 
cover what the other candidates 
might have lo say. The writing press 
for the most part has become sub
sidia_ry to the League of Women 
Voters and lo the network 's deter
mination. They don't seem to hav.e 
much or a sense of what their function 
is in communicating in a free and 
open society . Neither the networks 
nor the writing press. " 

The inevitable questions about why 
he was running and what he hoped to 
accomplish were next put to the ex
senator. His reply began citing what 
he saw as the major ac
complishments of the '68 Campaign 
a nd how they helped George 
McGovern win the nomination of his 
party four years ago. 

"See, McGovern won because we 
changed the rules. If we had the '68 
rµles it's highly doubtful that he 
would have won. If we had the '72 
rules in '68 we could have carried 
against the war . And probably the 
war would have been ended if it 
hadn' t been for the rules of the 
Democratic Party. 

"This year " he- added " we're 
trying to change the nationil rules in 
party politics . And Liberal 
Democrats who should remember the 
IPSSons of '68 are riearly all of them 
favoring the especially restrictive 
Federal Law and in a number of 
states the Democrats are supporting 
restrictive state laws to keep us off 
the ballots, which shows what their 
principles are. " · 

c McCarthy, as of this arti~le, was 
on the ballot in 30 states, hoped to be 
on 10 more by November 2, and plan
ned on conducting an extensive write
in campaign in states like California 
where he will not be on the ballot. ) 

"The future " he continued "will 
have to take ~re of itself. we•it have 
to wail and see what we accomplish. I 
mean, in 1968 we moved to reform the 
rules of the pariy and after the elec
tions moved to get the vote from the 
18 year old. Those are two things that 
came very ouicklv . 

"So it's a whole question of 
whether you have an open political 
process. It's an absolute. It's not 
something you start to worry {lbout at 
the moment of political crisis. I 
mean, the whole constitution was con
cerned with anticipating situations. 
And now we say if there 's trouble 
then let 's reform the rules or let 's 
challenge their constitutionality . But 
the liberals are all standing by on 
this , saying we don' t want to raise 
any fuss about this because it might 
prejudice our position of advantage 
within the Democratic Party. They 're 
just as expedient on this score as 
were the pro-War Democrats in 1968 
and just as unprincipled ." 

ll\sked las tly if he would think of his 
campaign as a success if he made it 
easier for an independent candidate 
to ru_n in 1980 and also managed lo be 
a deciding factor in several states 
this year, McCarthy ended his in
terview on a realistic note: 

"I think it would be-a partial suc
cess, certainly. A total success, of 
course, would be if we won ... but we' ll 
settle for less than total. " 
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Science • Env-ironment 

Exploring nature With the kids· 
By Barb Puschel northeast of Nelsonville. 

It 's a bright but chilly fall morning 
with a brisk wind blowing through the 
pines of the Central Wisconsin En
vironmental Station. At the last 
minute the cowiselors are gathering 
together their teaching aids and then 
comes a call from down the wood chip 
path, "The kids are here!" 

When the school bus reaches the 
parking lot, Rick Wilke, d,irector of 
the station, or one of the graduate 
assistants climbs aboard and 
welcomes everyone, · telling them 
what to expect for the day . 

The kids that come to the station 
range in age from kindergarten to 
high school with the - ma!ority in 
grades 4 through 6. Whatever age, 
they 're always excited to come to 

this unique place -t!lat they've heard 
so much about from their friends . 

Not much more than a year ago, af
ter earning his Masters from UWSP, 
specializing in outdoor education and 
resource management, Rick Wilke 
heard of an opening for an assistlln 
director at the.Central Wisconsin En
viornmental Center (Center has 
changed to Station recently ). At the 
time, the UWSP Foundation hadn't 
yet signed the 20 year lease for Camp 
Chickagami, located on Sunset Lake, 

Rick Wilke later succeed~d Dr. Sch
matz as director and this last spring; 
Ron Zimmerman joined the staff as 
assistant director. 

One look at the architecture of the 
Camp Chickagami cabins is enough 
to tell you that it is " early boyscout", 
since 1921 in fact. The Scouts still 
have first dibs on weekend camping, 
but the camp itself is going through 
great renovations. During the sum
mer, work-study students and Youth 
Work Ex,perience groups worked on 
nature trails, building improvements 
and learning aids-have you ever 
seen a tree stump that's really a gar-
bage can? · 

Tliis, fall , winterization of Becker 
Lodge is being completed so that 
classes can come out to the station in 
colder weather. A project in the fu

ture will be winterization of dor
mitories . 

The counselor-t~student ratio is 
one of the best, about five or six 
students to every counselor. The 
classes, divide into their groups as 
they come off the bus and spend the 
day under the leadership of one of 
their new teachers. 

Most of . the units taught at the 
station were devised by Education 
350 classe,; (Outdoor Education), and 

are currentlv beini( revised by Mar
tha Kane , curriculum person . 
The units range from Pond Study to 
Tree Identification to Soil · Study .. 
When the school groups stay over
night they participate in campfires, . 
night hikes and star gazing. 

Wilke points out that the station is 
ideally situated within close range of 
four lakes, sloughs, forests of dif
ferent varieties, open fields and even 
an old churchyard cemetery where 
the children learn some history, 
sociology .and mathematics by 
studying the stones memorializing 

old Norwegian settlers and figuring 
out how old people were when they 
died. . 

Wilke and Zimmerman do not teach 
every group; much of their time is 
taken up with administrative work. 
The real core of teachers are the 
university students, and in that 
tespeet._the Station is unique among 
environmental education centers. 
This semester, the Outdoor 
Education class requires 50 hours and 
two overnights at the camp. 

Several peofle work under the in
ternship program, receiving 1 to 6 
credits for their work. Other classes 
that require time at the · station in
clude Science Methods , En
vironmental Interpretation and 

Camp Leadership. 
The most rewardi.ng· aspect about 

working at· the Station Rick feels , is 
"Seeing the kids and students en
joying themselves and learning ... and 
that I can helps (them> turn on to 
nature. " One thing .eipecially ex, 
citing is the change the Station 
sometimes brings about in the kids . 
The ohe labeled as the trouble-maker 
by the regular teacher often becomes 
the most dynamic and inquisitive. 

Working" at the station, besides 
being practical experience, is a great 
way to get out of. · the school rat race 
for a while and-reestablish a few ties 
with nature. But it also means 
sharing your feelings and knowledge 
of nature ; helping someone else open 
their eyes and understand something 
about their enviornment. 

Being a college student in a world of 
lectures, theories and exams, it is dif
fic_ult to remember how kid's minds 
work at age twelve: "Can we raid the 
boys' cabin tonight? E'verybody else 
is. Can we pu-leeze?" • 

You know you were successful · 
when the kids ate happily climbin~ 
back on the bus, clutching their 
treasures lln<I mittens and you wave 
to acknowledge their fond farewells , 
until the bus finally pulls out of sight. 

Tripping through the snowy woods· 
~y Barb Puschel 

Who or what'are the TripperS? It 's 
a university organization of people 
who like to get out of town for. the 
weekends. Anyone who has a good 
idea for a trip, day cir weekend, and 
can talk people into going, can get a 
university vehicle and go. Sometimes 
its rock climbing, or backpacking, or 
canoeing. Quite by accident, the Oc
tober 15 trip to the Porcupine Moun
tains in upper Michigan turned out to 
be winter backpacking. 

When the first snow flakes hit the 
windshield of the big blue university 
van while still south of Minocqua 
everyone groaned. Every weather 
report on the radio was predicting 
snow showers and temperatures in 
the teens. With the ban on outdoor 
fires , everyone started mentally 
coiiiitingfnelllyers of clothes they'd 
brought along. 

- --The eleven hardy Trippers arrived 
at the shores of a wind whipped Lake 
Superior at dusk. The whitecaps 
breaking along the shore brought to 

.J)li.nd "The Wreck of the _Edmund 
Fitzgerald. " Since no sheltering trees 
were in sight, it was decided to look 
for a campsite a few miles inland. 

Setting up lightweight back 
packing tents with bare fingers w·hile 
the toes get numb doesn't sound like a 
hopeful situation, but cups of hot 
chocolate from the little back pack 
stoves and a brisk walk down the road 
warmed up our outlook. 

Getting up Saturday morning was a 
real feat. The clouds were still sen
ding down miniature, five minute 
blizzards. About half an inch of snow 
had accumulated on the picnic tables. 
Once out into the thirty degree world, 
it wasn't long before toes started 
freezing. Breakfast turned into a 
stand-up, stamp-the-feet affair. 

When camp had finally been broken 
and packed back into the van, the 
Trippers finally arrived at the trail 
head to begin the real trip. 

The main group took the E~carp
ment trail. Following along the ridge 
of the escarpmerlt between Lake 
Superior and Lake of the Clouds, the 

trail was a lot of climbing and sliding 
down on wet rocks and leaves. 

But at the top of each climb was a 
breathtaking view of Lak.e of the 
Clouds . Separated from L-ake 
Superior by the escarpment, the lake 
was still fringed with flourescent 
yellow trees which turned gold whep 
the sun finally chose to break through 
the clouds. · 
' Not being terribly . ambitious 

hikers, we soon made. camp un
derneath a stand of ancient hemlock 
trees . Anticipating a rather chilly 
evening", the group hik~ over to an 
es)!blished campground to build a 
big bonfire. , - · 

Warm toes and bot food never felt 
so good. Even if everyone came out 
smelling like smoked sausages, they 
could have come out · smelling like 
skunk when the furry fellow tried to 
joi_n the ~am11fire. 

Since bears and racoons are .also 
common camp visitors in the Porkies, 
the food had to be tied up In trees. But • 
on this trip, the only noises during the 
night besides the falling snow, were 
the heavy snorers. That was probably • 
what kept the bears away. 

Sunday was just as cold and grey. 
Packing up camp ended in the 
season's first snowball fight. The 
lichen hunters took Saturday's trail 
back and the rest took the road, stop
ping for a picnic lunch at a scenic 
overlook of Lake Superior. 

Passing tourists got out of their 
cars Jong enough to take pictures, but 
none of them stayed for lunch. 
· Everyone regretfully met back at 
the van for the long ride home. A little 
warm drink and sighting a bald eagle 
perched in a tree started reviving 
frozen spirits. 

Singing in tune with the van's 
engine and planning more "wblter" . 
backpack trips made the 200 mi'lls go 
fast. A week in town will seem Jong, 
but every Monday at 6:30 in the Mit
chell Room, plans are being llljde for 
other weekend escapes. 



he pligtlt of lead poisoned . waterfowl discussed 
By Vicky Billings 

In the fir.st of a series -of wildlife 
seminars being held at UWSP, Dr. 
Milton F"riend of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service discussed the topic, "The 
Lead Poisoning Problem-Fact or 
Fantasy." .. 

As part of the FWS staff, Friend 
devotes considerable attention to 
studying waterfowl diseases, one of 
w)lich is lea!! poisoning. In Jhe past 
several years lead poisoning bas so 
angered people that it has become an 
issue that is usually either over, or 
under, reacted to. Contributing to the 
problem are economics and politics. 
Some industries say they can't 
manufacture a different kind of 
ba rrel to handle different shot and 
are afraid of losing some of their 
profitable business . Some hunters 
are claiming that lead poinsoning is a 
ploy used by the rich to limit less 
wealthy men from hunting since steel 
shot would be more expensive. And 
then there are hunters who claim that 
lead poisoning. is so· serious that it 
should be banned. 

These factions are now trying lo 
convince people to hold onto their 

Campus trail 
creates problems 

Last week's meeting of the North 
Campus Planning. and Utilization 
Committee was beset with problems. 
The topic was trail development and. 
according to the subcommittee's 
report, there doesn' t seem to be any 
place to put a multi-purpose sports 
trail. 

Suggested trail routes go through 
either wetlands {involving miles of 
raised board walks ), prime study 
areas {involving CNR wrath ), or 
prime wildlife habitat {involving the 
peace of mind of local deer ). Trying 
to find a solution suitable for all in
terests will be nexl to, impossible. 
Decisions must come soon though if 
the university · is to get funding for 
development from the federal gover
nment under a Land and Water Con
servation grant. 

The committee's biggest problem 
right now -is that ·no one is ·really 
listening to them or letting them know 
about everything 'that is going on in 
regards to the north campus area. As 
the Chancellor's appointed com
mittee on the issue, it makes life for 
the dedicated committee members 
very frustrating . 

With improvements in com
munication, the committee's self
image should improve. 

All meetings-of the North Campus 
Planning and Utilization committee 
a re open and generally held every 
other Thursday at 3 pm in the CNR 
building. Check -with, the office in 
room 107 CNR or 'with the En
vironmental Council in 109 CCC for 
further details . 

BANQUET 
The student chapter of the Soil Con

serva~ion Society·ot America CSCSA ) 
Is having their aMual banquet on 

Friday, Nov. 5, beginning at 6 pm at 
Bernard's Supper Club, 701 Second 
St. 

Dinner will be a $4 per person ham 
and chicken plate. The guest speaker 
w,11 be Jerry Hytry, a state con
servahonist. Tickets are on sale al 
the SCSA Office, Rm 219, CNR. 

viewpoints, for in some states the 
issue of banning lead shot will be 
voted on in coming elections. Dr . 
Friend tried to smooth out' the rough 
edges of the controversy by, as he 
puts it, " presenting the best data on 
the subject that is curre11tly 
available." 

Dr. Friend said that regardless of · 
whether you are an advocate or an 
opponent of a lead shot ban , or 
whether you can believe in the quoted 
national figure of waterfowl killed by 
lead poisoning yearly as 1.2 to 2 
million, lead poisoning is truly a 
serious problem of national 
significance. 

In his disease studies he's received 
samples of diseased birds from all 
over the U.S. and invariably lead 
poisoning would have stricken at 
least one of the birds, since 3000 tons 
of lead shot are deposited every year. 
Friend explained, with the aid of a 

slide series, the availability of lead 
shot to waterfowl , the toxic effects of 
lead, the signs and symptoms of the 
disease, and a possible solution to the· 
problem. Many slides contained in
formation from Bellrose's lead shot 

study of 1959. Friend noted the biases 
in Bellrose's study and made correc
tions where he could, pointing out 
that Bellrose still conducted a pretty 
effective study. 

Friend explained that the amount 
or' lead shot the waterfowl ingests 
depends heavily on how much 
shooting is done in the blinds or 
feeding areas . Other lesser, though 
still important, factors influencing 
availability are " physical factors 
(e .g. lead shot doesn' t necessarily 
sink out of sight in soft bottom pon
ds), water depth, feeding habits of the 
birds, and weather." 

Next, Friend discussed the toxic ef
fects of lead on the birds . How badly 
lead affects birds depends on "how 
much and what type of lead shot the 
bird ingests, how long it is retained in 
the bird's system, and the diet an~ 
nutritional state of the bird." 

Then Dr. Friend discussed signs 
and symptons of lead poisoning. 
Length and amount of ingestion 
greatly determine the extent of the 
disease. Usually around the third day 
and up to the tenth day after the lead 
has been digested symptoms begin to 

• 

appear. The disease may literally 
ravage the bird's body. For example, 
a bird's body fat and breast muscle 
may be eaten away. Often an un
natural sac of liquid develops around 
the heart area . As the days and the 
disease progress, the bird 'loses 
weight, reduces activity, beconws 
unable to sustain flight , becomes 
more vulnerable to hunters, and loses 
the ability to migrate. 

Friend concluded his talk by 
discussing the nationally proposed 
alternative to the lead shot problem. 
He said that steel shot could be sub
stituted for lead. Friend didn't say 
that steel shot is the best solution, but 
he doesn't think that we' ll come up 
with a better solution until lead shot is 
banned and ·pressure is put upon in
dustry to come with something else. 

Dr. Friend delivered a very in
formative and weJl-prepared lecture 
which makes one look forward to the 
next seminar program. The next 
topic to be discussed will be "The 
Horicon Goose Management 
Program" with Richard Hunt as the 
speaker. The program will be held at 
7 pm, Oct. 26 in room 112 of the CNR. _ 
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Why Bother? 
If the political pollsters are right, most 

students won't vote in this election. They 
probably feel ·they have enough hassles in 
school without worrying about who does what 
in Washington. 

It can be tough just to come up with the 
· money to go to college. But what most 

students don't realize ilthat it would be a lot 
tougher this year if President Ford had gotten 
his way. His budget proposals would have: 

- eliminated Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grarits (SEOG); 

- reduced the number of work-study jobs 
by nearly 400,000; 

- cut the average size of Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grants (BEOG) by more 
than S300. 

That didn' t happen,· a nd one of the most 
important reasons it didn't is Dave Obey. He: · 

- led the fight for the Obey-Roybal-Stokes 
Amendment to the 1976 Education Ap
propriation which restored full support 
for the 210,000 students attending col
lege under the SEOG Program; 

----- convinced the Home leadership to in-
clude funds in the 1975 Emergency Jobs 
Appropriation to expand the Work 
Study Program - providing more than 
900,000 jobs for the 1975-76 school year 
- and insisted that the same basic 
level be maintained this year. . 

- won adoption of a noor amendment to . 
the 1976 Supplemental Appropriation 
which guaranteed that students going to 
school under the BEOG would not take a 
major cut in this year's aid. 

What happens in. 
Washington matters 

at UW-Stevens Point 
That's·why students should 

Register and Vote for 
Congr~man Dave Obey 
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By Barb Puscbel · 
Migrating myrtle warblers have 

been eluding me all fall . Take the ad
vice of Mr. Kingsbury and spread 

· out some sunflower seeds ( or poison 
ivY berries which they also like) and 
maybe it won't be too late to.see these 
little yellow-rumped birds . You can 
always try again in. the spring. 

rTITTI 
Autumn is ·the time for raking up 

leaves for the compost pile, or for in- : 
sulaling rose bushes. But be wary of 
oak leaves, they tend to be somewhat 
acidic. 

Think snow-lo put out forest fires . 
. Actually, it looks like the ch:ange . of 

seasoos, from footballs breaku_ig wu:i
dows to snowballs, is a lot earher this 

. year. 

Large institutions just cannot af
ford the kind or care for their gardens 
thatahomeownermightgivethem. I 
guess no one could possibly cover the 
hundreds or marigolds on campus to 
keep them from the frost . It's going 
to be one long colorless winter. How 
about a few neon signs? Only kid-
ding. • 

p 

Indian summer has come and 
gone-the first one anyway. It can 
come any time in late autumn or 
early winter. Since we have about 
two months left of autumn we might 
get another warm break-keep your 
fingers cross~ ' 

This is a good time of year.to catch 
colds and other inconvenient 
diseases: Grandma's remedy · calls 
for a teaspoon of honey in your cup of 
tea . You might try the right herb.tea 
from down at the Ellis Street Food 
c-p. or ask your grandmother for 
herremedy. ~ 

· The brightest color in the woods 
this time or year is the tamarack tree. 
It grows in wet places and all sum

mer looks like the average evergreen 
until it starts turning yellow around 
the edges. After a burst or brilliant 
yellow, tamaracks wait till spring to 
turn green again. 

nTm 
· For the moon watchers: the new 

moon arrives at 12: 10 am October 23, 
meaning you will see it C or not see it) 
after midnight late Friday night. 

~ 

THANK YOU 
WITH YOUR DEDICATION, COOPERATION AND. 

ENERGY; THE '76 HO.MECOMI~& WAS A 
GREAT SUCCESS I 

DELTA ZETA · 
PHI ALPHA THETA 
RHC 
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Pointers Cruise to easy win 
ByJoeOrella 
· The UWSP Pointer football team 
wallo~ ~uperior 45-6 before a huge 
/Homecoming crowd at Georke Field 
Saturday. 

The te!11i>erature was only in the 
upper thirties, but that didn' t affect 
Point's heralded " Aer ial Circus" 
very much. Quarterback Reed Gior
da~ completed 26 of 34 passes. in
cluding three touchdown strikes 

quarterback Rick Peot also threw 
a touch down pass, and together the 
two passed for 350 total yards. 

The Pointer offense took advantage 
of numerous Superior turnovers and 
mistakes, while the defense shut · 
down the Yellowjacket offense almost 
completely. 

The game looked like it was going 
to be a defensive struggle through 
most of the · first quarter. Then 
Superior committed two costly 
penalties, one, a pass interference in
fraction, which kept a Pointer drive 
going. Stevens Point's Bob Hoffman 
came in to kick a 34 yard field goal 
with just 'ST seconds left in the first 
quarter to put the Pointers on top 3--0. 

Early in the second quar!er, Poin
ter linebacker Don Solin intercepted 
Superior quarterback Dave Rivord's 
first pass of the day and returned it to 
the Yellowjacket 31. Several plays 
later Giordana scored on a one-yard 
sneak on fourth and goal. Hoffman 
added the extra point to make the 
score 10--0. 
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Pointers the ball on their own 47 . Six 
plays later the Pointers scored on a 
flea-flicker play. Giordana handed to 
Da.le Fluery, who gave to Newhouse 
Qn a reverse. Newhouse flipped Jt 
back to Giordana who fired to Jeff 
Gosa in the end zone. • 

Just before halftime, backup quar
terback Rick Peot threw. a six yard 
touchdown pass to Doug Krueger to . 
make thescore31--0at the half. 

The outcome was never really in 
doubt after that, but the Pointers did 
score two more times, on a 28 yard 
pass from Giordana to freshman Joe 
Zuba and on a three yard run by Rick 
Nichols. 

Superior's score came late in the 
third ql!arter _on a f~eak play. Peot, 
back to punt, fumbled-the snap from 
center and a Yellowjacket defender 

· picked it up and ran 10 yards for a 
touchdown. The extra point attempt 
was wide. , 

The Pointer defense was out-· 
standing, as it has been all year. They 
allowed Superior just four fi~t 
downs, two of those coming late in the 
game, and only 112 yards total of
fense. For the most part, the defense 
had Superior bottled up deep in their 
own territory. Superior punter Mike 
Caton had to kick nine times and 
averaged on.ly 30 yards a punt, which 
gave the Pointer offense good field 
position . 

· Quarterback Giordana hall bis 
string of passes without an in
terception napped at 126 when Dan 
Finco picked one off in the third quar-

Superior (µl!back Jim Jago fum
bled on the-third play following the 
kickoff and Point's Mike Thompson 
recover~n the nex! play, Gior
dana hit Bill Newhouse with a 29 yard 
scoring pass. Newhouse made a 
diving grab and several Superior 
players argued that he had trapped 
the ball, but officials ruled it a com
plete pass and a touchdown. Hoffman 
again made the extra point and the 
sco~e was 17--0. 

ui::==:=illl!:,.:i.---...;~&---=-----====:dl ter. The streak did set a new national • record, however. 
The win gives UWSP a record of 5-1 

The Pointers ae rorked nationally for 1he first tme in nine 

years. They ae cunentfy listeQ 16th in the NAIA polL 

overall and 3:1 in the State University 
Conference. Platteville, the league 
leader, lost to Oshkosh 23-13. The 
Pioneers now stand at 4-1, a half 
game ahead of the second place Poin-

After Superior failed .to pick up a 
first down, a short punt gave the 

Sports Shorts 
There will be an organizational 

meeting of the UWSP Gymnastics 
Club on Tuesday, Oct. 26at6 :30pm in 
room 119 of the fieldhouse. rac c 
times, meet s_cheduling, and other 
arrangements will be discussed. No 
refreshments· will be served, but you 
will be provided with all the chalk you 
can eat. Anyone interes!ed in com
peting or even participating In an oc
casional serious workout is eagerly 
invited to attend. 

UW-Green· Bay proved to be no 
match for the Pointer tennis· team as 
Stevens Point took the match 5--0. 
Showing their stteugth, the team won 
all but 3 games in the entire match. 

Scores for Point were, in singles, 
Nat Andrews (number 1) won by for
feit; AnneQkonelt (number2) 6--0,&-2 ; 
and _Kathy Janz (number 3) 6--0, &-1. 
And m doubles, Mary Splitt and Mary 
WachJi <number 1) 6--0 6--0· and Carol 
Weston and Sheryl Schubert (number. 
2) 6--0,6--0. · · 

The Pointers ·play in LaCrosse this 
weekend for the state crown. · / 

Peggy Stites was named swimmer 
of {he week for the University of 
Wisconsin-Stevens Point's women's 
swimming team in their victory over 
UW-Oshkosh . 

Stites was nominated because of 
her performance in tbe 50 free with a 
timeof26.3. 

The Pointer record stands at two 
and zero. 

SplH a hit 

Mary Splitt has helped lead the 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens 

· Point's women's tennis team to a five 
and three record this season. · 

Splitt, a graduate of D.C. Everest 
High School, Is the · n~ber one 
doubles player along with Mary 
Wacha and the two of them have won 
four of five matches. 

In the first three matches of· the 
season, Splitt played doubles with 
Natalie And~ews. Andrews 1s now the 

. number one singles player. 

ters·. 
The Pointers travel to Menominee · 

Saturday to take on the improved 
Stout Bhie Devils. 

I 

Phy Ed offers bowhunting class 
A bowhunting physical education 

class at UWSP is one of only a few of 
its kind in the nation, according to an 
article in the current issue of Archery 
World magazine. 

This is the third year the course is 
l;>eing offered. . 

"We want to give students who en
joyed beginning archery classes an 
opportunity to continue with 
something a little different," Pete 
Kasson, course instructor, explained. 

On.ly one class has been offered 
each fall but two will probably be of
fered next semester because of 
student demand. "The strong natural 
resources program as well as equip
men t 

Only one class has been offered 
each fall but two will probal,ly be of
fered next semester because of 
student demand . "The strogg natural 
resources program - on campus 
provides plenty of interested studen-
ts," Kasson explained. · · 

The -eight week course format 
stresses hunti:1g safety instruction as 
well as equipment care, hunting style 
and shooting practice. 

Meeting twice a week, the course 
begins with instructional and en
tertainment archery films provided 
by various-archery manufacturers. 

This is followed by five weeks of 
field range shooting and concludes 
with an indoor session in which 
students are filmed on video tape so 
they can check their own form . 

"The local Izaak Walton League is 
letting us use their field range at no 
charge," Kasson said . In the past the 
Black Hawk Archery Club has also let 
the class use their range. 

Shooting distances range from 20 
feet to 40 yards over varying terrain 
so all types of shots are presented. 

"To make it more realistic," 
Kasson added, " there are no in
clement weather cancellations. 

"To make · it more realistic," 
Kasson added, "there are no in
clement weather cancellations." 

Since the article on the class ap
peared in the September Archery 
World, Kasson said he has received 
numerous requests for information 
from various universities thinking of 
beginning similar programs. 
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Picke.rs like AJ over -OJ 
By Tim Sullivan, Randy Wievel, and selecting lhe Pack over Philadelphia. 
Mike Haberman He is now 4-2 on the season, followed 

The Superpickers finally got back bySullivan 's3-3and Wievel 'sl-5. 
on the winning track in Week Six. If Here are our selections for Week 
the Patriots took care of the New Seven in the NFL: 
York Jets on Monday night, we once SAN FRANCISCO OVER ATLAN-
again scored in double figures in our TA- To add a little variety, the 49ers 
win column. have switched this· contest ~o Satur-

The teams that came through for us day night. '!11e Falcon's offense will 
last week included the Patriots, probably show up on Sunday anyway. 
Seahawks, Vikings, 49ers, Colts, Either way, Atlanta won' t score 
Raiders, Browns, Chargers, Red- much. ¥..ers by 10. 
skins, and Steelers. We still missed DENVER OVER KANSAS CITY-
three games , but at least they were John Ralston's defense has been the 
close this time. St. Louis hung on to model of con,sistency. Kansas City's 
beat Dallas, 21-17, and the Cowboy's defense has been about as solid as 
Billy Joe DuPree dropped a touch- tapioca pudding. The Broncos should 
down pass in the end zone as the run wild and win by 14. 
game ended. It was a difficult catch MIAMI OVER TAMPA BAY-Steve . 
to ma ke at best, but when the Super- Spurrier has won plenty of admirers 
pickers pick your team to win, you for his work at quarterback this fall . 
better hang on to anything thrown Hank Stram once said , "Steve's very 
near you. • deceptive. He's even slower than he 

Our upset special C Chicago over looks." The winner of this one will 
Los Angeles) went down the tubes, receive their choice of a Biog Crosby 
but the stubborn Bears were in there or Anita Bryant album. Should be 
all the way before losing, 20-12. Our Dolpliins by 13. -
third loss wasn' t bad either, as Kao- NEW ENGLAND OVER BUF- -

~ sas needed an overtime period to FALO- the Bills have won nine in a 
knockofftheDolphins ,2o-I7. , row against the Patriots .dating back 

The adjusted overall record ·to 1971, but this is the first time 
following Week Six now stands at : 55 they've had to face Grogan's Heroes. 
wins, 22 losses, and-one tiP.. That 's Andy "Apple Juice" Johnson should 
good for 71.4 per cent. Haberman outshine that other breakfast drink 
took over . the weekly tossup lead by from Buffalo. Pats by 9. 

Point hanien outrun LaCrosse, Ranced 7th 
The UWSP Cross Country team 

finished third out of 13 teams in ·the 
Sixth Anhual Tom Jones Invitational 
last Saturday with 123 points. The 
meet, which was run at the Yahara• , · 
Hills Golf Course in Madison,. ~as -
won by UW-Madison with a total of 22 
points . South Dakota State University 
finished second with U7 poin~. 

Mark Johnson was the top finisher 
for Stevens Point with· a time of 25 : 05 
over the five ~ile course. He finished 

·HELLO ·· BIG TWIN 
The _ Big Twin is two_ charcoar-,1~ored 
beefsteak burgers· ( 1/4 pound) separa
ted by a slice of tangy · melted cheese 
and topped with shredded lettuce and 
Hardee's own special s~~~e. 

HARDEE'S CHAR-BROIL 
The taste that bnngs you bac k 

'1WO-FER" THE PRICE OF ONE 
This coupon entitles holder to two Big Twins··tor 
the -regular: price of one. At Hardee's of Stevens 
Point. Limit of one coupon per purchase . 

. Hardm u 
OFFER EXPIIES OCT. 28, 1976 ~ I 
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OAKLAND OVER GREEN BAY
The Green-and-Gold h11ve a penchant 
for playing the Raiders to the hilt. If 
Sjabler's hurting, there 's a Rae of 
hope for the Pack. Otherwise, 
Oakland will win by 7. 

WASHINGTON OVER ST. LOUIS
This is the Monday Nighter, but since 
it starts at 9.pm, it will surely become 
Tuesday Morning Football before the 
final gun. The Redskins have only 
lost once in seven years on Monday 
and they 're undefeated on Tuesdays, 
so we'll pick them by 3. 

DETROIT OVER SEATTLE
Detroit owner William Clay Ford 
should be recalled ! The Seahawks 
are rough in the Kingdome and could 
pull off an upset, but we're too 
chicken to actually pick Seattle, so 
it's Detroit by I. 

BALTIMORE OVER NY JETS- We 
can't figure out why anyone even 
bothered to schedule this one. The 
Jets were in the Bottom Ten since 
opening day. This massacre takes 
place in Flushing Meadow's Shea 
Stadium, otherwise known as the 
Tidy Bowl. It's the Colts by 15. 

DALLAS OVER CHICAGO
Chicago's.- schedule is tougher than 
Germany's was in World Wars. The 
Bears will probably put up a great 
fight in this battle but finally lose <iri a 
last-minute field goal. Cowboy~ win 

14th out of the 123 participants in the 
race. Rick Zaborske was 22nd with a 
time of 25: 16; Dan Buntman, 24th in 
25: 18; Don Buntman, 26th in 25:21; 
and Stu Pask, 58th in 26: 14. 

Other runners for Poiot were John _ 
Fusinatton 70th in 26:29; Eugene 
Phillips, 75th in 26 : 38 ; Mike 
Laskowski . 91st in 27:03 : Mike .Simon 

94th in 27 :06 ; and Rick Kellogg, 97th 
in27 :09. 

Three other conference teams also 

NY GIANTS OVER PITI'SBURGH
Every now and then we·like to go with 
the underdog ... but we're not doing it 
in this one! We really think the Gian
ts sliould be a two-pointfavorite. 

MINNESOTA OVER 
PHILADELPHIA- The Eagles have 
the home-field advantage here, which 
means they'll probably block about 
four extra-points. Vikings take it by , 
24. 

LOS ANGELES OVER NEW 
ORLEANS- Our scout in the Deep 
South, Evil Roy Slade, will be wat

. ching this game on television with his 
shotgun close at hand. Said Evil Roy : 
" If the Saints score one touchdown 

I'm gonna blast my set haHway to 
·Kansas! " Slade figures the Rams 

will win by 20, and we' re not abput to 
disagree with him. 

SAN DIEGO OVER CLEVELAND
The editor might as well put a little 
advertisement in this spot, because 
we can't think of anything con
structive to say about this game. 
Chargers will win by 12. 

CINCINNATI AGAINST 
HOUSTON- Our tossup game is a 
critical clash in the AFC Central 
Diyision. Wievel and Sullivan are 
going with the Bengals all the way, 
while Haberman hopes Houston has 
Hardeman healthy_again. 

ran in , the .. invitational. UW-Eau 
Claire finished 7th ; UW-LaCrosse; 
8th ; and UW-Whitewater, 12th. This. 
is the first time Stevens Point has 
finished ahead ,of L;l~ .,v~cli 
was ranked 5th on last weeks NAIA 
cross-country poll. Stevens Point was 
ranked 7th on the same poll. 

The next meet for the Pointers will 
be the Carthage Invitational in 
Kenosha on Sat. Oct. 23. ~ 



Monte Charles 
By Pete Schaff 

As you walk down the hallways of 
the old fieldhouse there are a number 
of offices on lhe left and right. The 
last office on the left has a sign over 
the doorway that reads "Aerial Cir
cus; No. 1 Passing Team In The 
Nation." This is the office of the Poin
ter's mentor, Monte Charles. He bas 
been the head coach of the Pointers 
since the middle of the 1972 football 
season. 

Monte Charles has been involved in 
football circles since his high school 
days.. He has been bead coach, 
assistant coach, and unemployed at 
various times during his career. He's 
met with success and sometimes less 
than success. The success is more in 
evidence, and it's an interesting 
story of how he took the road that 
finally brought him to Point. 

Forty-six xears ago, Monte Charles 
was born in Vicksburg, Michigan. His 
forefathers came from Pennsylvania. 
He is predominantly of German 
descent but bas some English and 
French-Indian ancestry. He has a 
£airly stocky build, a voice that is 
clear and a bit gruff. He's married 
and has children. Outdoor activities 
such as camping and fishing interest 
him. 

Being his own man also interests 
him, as he explains, "I 'd rather rely 
on myself and take responsibility for 
my own decisions, whether they are 
good or bad. I've always had success 
doing that. That only time I've gotten 
bit is when I relied on another guy." 
He has had his share of success by 
being bis own man. 

He attended Hillsdale college and 
played football, baseball, and went 
out for track. Linebacker and half
back were his positions on the football 
tea . After he graduated, he was 
drafted by the Packers but didn't 
make the team. Tony Canadeo, a 
Packer great, was one of the people 
that beat him out. 

From there he went to Detroit; 
where he worked in the mills and 
played football for a semi-pro team 
that was in a nation-wide league. 
Three years later he decided to start 
his coaching career in a Detroit area 
high school. He then went to Nor-

HAPPY HOUR 
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.footOO// is ·his life · 
them -Illinois University, and on to 
Platteville, where he coached a con- The pwpose of his athletes is not 
ference championship team, At Win- strictly football, as he explains, " We 
nepeg. Canada, he was an assistant . encourage athletes to excell 
coach to the Blue Bombers of the academically as well as in sports. 
CFL. We put a little pressure on them 

The next step in his plans would academically; · they have to get to 
have been a job in the NFL, but the their classes. In the long run, 
head coach of the Blue Bombers was everyone wins. It's one of those good 
fired and subsequently Charles was things that happens." 
also out of a job. He found em- Being head .coach has its draw 
ployment at Superior for two years, backs at times . Most notable is being 
and after looking at the prospects of released or fired . But Charles looks at · 
shaping a good team there, he that prospect philosophically: "Being 
decided that he was · ~tter .off financially broke is the worst part. 
elsewhere. When the opportunity to When you're broke you're broke. But 
come to Point arose, he took it you always know that another job will 
because, as he pu,ls it, " It appeared to be coming up somewhere. " 
be one of the better jobs in the con- The coach also has responsibilities 
ference." that require him to utilize a certain 

When Charles came here in 1972, he amount of charisma, savvy, and 
met the same situation he had seen psychology. He must get his players 
in his five previous coaching ven- mentally ready to play. "The 
tures. He walked into a losing at- psychology part is a motivation-type 
mosphere that needed complete re- thing. The guy must be motivated in 
structuring. He arrived midway in one way or another to do things that 
the season and the Pointers hadn't he is capable of, but bas never done 
won a game in three years. His first before. A lot of people ,are capable of 
move to improve the team was to doing something but don't realize it. 
g~ players to come out in quantity. With thepropermotivation, I feel that 
After three years, he landed a good you can get people to do those 
throwing .quarterback, Reed Gior- things." _ 
dana, and some other competent Although football has been a large 
players to build a foundation. "- part of his life, Monte Charles 

Now that the talent is here, Charles • someday, if he decides to get out of it, 
emphasizes a recruiting program be will be able to make the transition 
dealing with quality rather than without too much trouble. He says 
quantity. He does his best to sell the he would be able to go watch games 
recruits on the idea of coming to Point and enjoy them, maybe feel a little 
but in the long run he feels that the outside pressure, but the inside 
merits of the school sells the prospects. pressure would be gone. 

IMPORT BICYCLE 
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I Arts • Culture 

Flaw tai~ts "The Boys in the Band" 

By Steve Edington 
" If we could just learn not to hate 

ourselves so much. That's it you 
know .. If we could just not hate our
selves so very, very much." The line 
comes at the end or Mort Crowley 's 
' 'The Boys in the Band" and suc
cinetly tells what all the sad, funny , 
caring, and destructive action has 
been all about throughout the drama. 

Despite rather uneven and oc
casionally stilted acting, the Univer
sity Theater's production on "The 
Boys ... " left me reeling very moved 
and very appreciative or the fact that 
it was indeed performed. Seminars on 
gay awareness a~eiine ; but this play 
is a vehicle for going a step beyond 
talking about gayness, to an ex
posure-eonfrontation or the struggle 
for self-arrirmation by gays and or the 
pain and the loving and the hating 
and even the double-edged humor 
that go into that struggle. 

Additionally, in places it actually 
transcends the gay issue to basic 
human issues like how is self-worth 
recognized?, or how can we really be 
expressive or a ll or ourselves in close 
relationships? The gay journey as the 
journey or all human beings, if you 
will . Moving and touching·, yes ; but 
moving without romanticizatjon or 

CL05€ TO 
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condescension ; touching without 
sloppy sentimentality ; tough and 
tragic while a t the same time 
poignant and laughable. 

Before we all drowri in adjectives 
here, the story : Michael (Grefory 
LeGault), a movie buff and one time 
screenwriter still living the "New 
York good life" while unemployed, is 
throwing a birthday party for 
Harold'. · 

As" Michael and friend sometime 
lover. Donald (Dave Glodowski) , 
m~ke last minute preparations, 
Michael's old college cnum Alan 
(Paul Blezien), straight and into a 
wife, kids, and law career, calls to 
say he is in town and very distressed 
and must come over for a talk. This 
in turn distresses Michael, since Alan 
"Doesn't Know." But before he can 
get there, the rest or the gang shows 
up, minus Harold, bearing gifts, food , 
and vibes _ for, a now-we-ean-be
ourselves evening. • 

From there its drinks , jokes, 
analyst talk, and movie vamps mixed 
with jealously-tl'nged asides. Emory 
<Tim Zimmerman) calls the most at
tention to himself with his quick 
humor, and his exaggerated af
fectations make him the most 
likeable or the crowd. 

The others--Bernard (Michael 
Scott) , Emory's black lover, and the 
couple or Hank <David Lent) and 
Larry· (Michael Dempsey) Care less 
prominently. Alan, distraught upon 
arrival, has no place to go but down 
as be discovers the na lure or the oc- · 
casion. His roie is to epitomize a lot or 
the reactions and fears or straights to 
gays . Finally, Cowboy (Dave 
Lamoreaux) is mostly for laughs as 
Emory's "present" to Harold for the 
evening. He is good for some comic 
relief in the late!' and weightier 
phases or the play. 

Enter Harold (Michael McGrath)-

tall, very Jewish, an·d brightly 
cynical. He . is a very controlled 
character, and McGrath gives a very 
controlled, but not contrived, per
formance. Without a great deal or 
lines he comes off as the most power
ful and insightful person at lhe party. 
He and LeGault's Michael have a 
couple or well.done dialogues, one1on 
the relative virtues of "skin-<leep, 
transitory, meaningless beauty"; the 

. other, at the end or the play, as he 
labels Michael "sad and pathetic." 

But to point to the accomplished 
performances or LeGault .and 
McGrath, and to the delightfully 
moving job done by Zimmerman 
illustrates the play's basic naw, 
namely the ·unevenness or the acting. 
The three mentioned have in
ternalized their roles to the point or 
actually seeing and believing their 
characters (at least by me); whereas . 
the others, to one extent or another, 
are still people working at putting on 
a play. Working hard, granted; ~ts 
just that they look like they're 
working hard. 

Some examples or this < based on 
opening night)' . Glodowskf keeps 
rushing the opening scenes so as to 
make very little contact visible bet
ween him and LeGault in their con
versations . The things they liave to 
say to each other are not said to each 
other. 

Same with LeGault and Blezien ; I 
didn' t see the electricity I imagine 
there would be between two former 
college friends, one clearly out or the 
closet telling the other where it's at 
now and then mercilessly challenging 
his (Blezien's) own straightness. 

Blezien's reactions were there, but 
not on an even par with Legault 's jabs 
and inquiries. Again, when a fight 
breaks out between Zimmerman and 
Blezien there is very little tension 
building up to the point where they 
clash. Zimmerman iloes some nice 

baiting, but you just don' t see a fight 
coming. 

Near the close LeGault invents a· 
sardonic game that involves the 
calling or old or present lovers, and . 

- subsequently allows hii.n to project 
some or his self-hatred onto the 
others. Here all the players have good 
moments. Scott is convincing with 
his phone call and ttuly sad as •he 
follows it with an explanation or why 
he lets Zimmerman' "Uncle Tom" 
him. 
. Lent and Dempsey,- who as Hank 

and Larry have been struggling with 
the issue or being faithful versus the 
right to seek multiple lovers (a clear 
heterosexual issue as well) portray a 
genuine attempt at reconciliation. 
And Blezien finally has a solid punch
counterpunch moment with LeGault 
as Alan fools Michael" into: thinliing 
he's calling an alledged former lover 
when it's his wife instead. 

On the acting: Good performances 
at the end, but its Zimmerman, 
LeGault, and-McGrath along with the 
power or the script that carry the 
play. 

High marks to Tom "Helling for an 
excellent set and audience 
positioning, The only thing I needed to 
feel more in that living room would 
have been for someone to offer a 
drink. Also, good blocking and 
staging by Schilawski with a lot of 
people in a small area, food being 
carried off and on, and clothing being 
changed aqd exchan~ed. 

I can see where some gays might 
re_gard the play as unnecessarily 

· stereotyping them. Maybe so; but as 
a straight who feels that sexual 
preference should be a free choice I 
believe this play can pr6"ide 
straights with some understanding 
of, aod compassion for , those-who, for 
whatever reason, have gone the gay 
route. · 

· Warfield -shared his ii nest moments 
By Dick Lertneck 

The Warfield Concert which took 
place on October 11 was the most out- · 
standing presentation in the Arts and 
Lectures series to date. William War
field , renowned vocalist and John 
Wustrnan as his accompanist per
formed to a full house in Michelsen 
Hall . It was a concert that made this 
reviewer run to his thesaurus for new 
superlatives.· 

Warfield' opendl his recital to a 
packed house with people standing in 
the back or the house and in the en
trance ways with Purce)j's . "An . 
Evening Hymn" which is famous not 
only for its simple beauty, but also for 
its extremely long 'alleluia' phrases, 
where most singers slip in a eaten 

- breath here or there. Warfield needed 
no such thing as he sang each 
alleluia , the last one covers nearly a 
full page, in one breath with room for 
more. 

The next aria , from Handel's 
"Rinaldo" was sung· in English and 
was the only piece that was below 
Warfield's usual par of excellence. 
His fioratura passages were 
somewhat sloppy, but on the other 
hand, the optional high A's that he in
serted in the da capo section were 
splendid. 

One of the many highlights of the 
evening was the performance ot 

Schubert's " Erlkoenig." The piece is hariler wjth the droll "Buffalo Boy." 
a nightmare to most pianists because The spirituals were performed as 
of the lightning Cast triplets in the only William Warfield can perform 
right hand throughout the piece. John them, but in this set, I felt that Wust-
Wustrnan, however, attacked the man was a little uncomfortable in the 
piano with great aplomb. The cliild in rolllag give and take style or the 
the Goethe poem really died at the spiritual. It says a lot for his enor-
end or the song. In all or the recor- mous musical instincts, though, that 
dings and r.ecitals that I have beard he still able to anticipate Warfield's 
including this piece,, I've never heard every nuance. 
it performed with such white-hot in- Warfield and Wustman were called 
tensity as it was by Warfield and back twice for encores by highly ap-
Wustman. • preciative audience. His . {irst was 

Warfield, known for his interesting Stortin' Life's aria ~·It a in't 
programs, included a song by the necessarily so," from "Porgy and 
black composer, John Carter, which Bess'' · by Gershwip and his ·second 
he premiered at Carnegie Hall in was the song which he made famous, 
1965. It is a vocalise, but not, as War-. "01' · Man River" from Kern's 
field announced, in the traditional "Showboat.' I sincere!)' doubt if 
sense or the word. It was remarkable . there was · a single dry .eye In the 
to me how many innections Warfield house; I even n oticed the page turner 
made with the syllable 'ah'. One could had troul!le turning pages because or 
almost see the procession and the his tears. • . 
thought's racing acr06S the " out- "At many of UWSP's concerts, the 
siiler's" mind as Warfield sang and artists have given the impress!on ~t 
Wustrnan played a treacherously dif- . a Stevens Point ~orma.nce JS_rx ht-
ficultscore. . tie Importance. This attitude JS ei_c-

After the intermission the two ar- tremely dangerous, not only to thelT 
lists caine back with a 'beautiful in- reputations, but also to their art. True 
terpretat1on or Rav_el's "Don Quichot- ml!_Sicilins, however, neve_r ~esecrate 
te a Dulcinee" Coll.owed by a group or their art by such acts. William War-
folk songs and spirituals. Warfield field and John Wustman are such ar-
and Wustman squeezed the audience · lists. T!M,overflowing audience knew 
whicl_l they hail · in their hand!- ev~ this and gave1he_palr four 1:xtremely 
$ince they !irst ·walked on stage, a httle well-<leserved standing ovations. 



Aspirir:19 . voice students chqllenged 
By Kim Altman 

Seven voice students, four pianists 
and many onlookers received an ex
citing learning experience when John 
Wustman instructed a Master Class 
in Vocal interpretation and ac
companiment on October 12, in 
Michelson Hall. 

Wustman is one of the most 
renowned coach-accompanists today, 
playing for such names as William 
Warfield, Luciano Pavarotti, Dietrich 
Fischer-Diskau, and· Nicola Gedda. 
He has been -seen occasionally on 
such TV programs as "Johnny Car
son" and "Merv Griffin," playing for · 
people like Pavarotti and Roberta 
Peters. 

The class included Paul Wasleske, 

I Reviews 
The Sailor Who Fell From Grace Wit~ . 
lheSea _ 
A Lewis John Carlino Movie 
Reviewed by Steve Edington --Ah seduced and abandoned again! 
Take' those sketches on the movie ads 
of an earnest · and haunted looking 
Kris Kristofferson holding a closed 
eyed Sarah Miles lo his bosom as he 
started out to the beckoning ocean; 
and then that layout in the July, 
Playboy-with picture after picture of, 
or Kris and Sarah rolling on the blue, 
sheets in such a fashion as to make 
one wonder how the film got away. 
with just an 'R' rating: 

Add to that, the story is based on a 
novel by the late Yokio Mishirna , one 
of Japan's most highly regarded 
novelists al the time of his ceremonial 
suicide. It's all enough lo make a 
compulsive movie goer like me plunk 
down two and a half bucks without so 
much as a second thought. • 

Well, after viewing Lewis J ohn 
Carline's The Sailor'Who Fell From 
Grace With the Sea , I had plenty ·or 
second thoughts, not the least of 
which was that my two fifty could 
have been better invested in twenty 
games of pinball. But that's the way it 
goes-seduced by the trappings and 
abandoned by the content. 

The story: Sarah Miles is ·.a -
beau tiful, lonely and sexually 
frus trated widow a la shipwreck, 
li ving in one of those English ~eacoasl 
towns full of charm, quaintness, and 
surrounded by the lush verdant coun
tryside. ( Give the film high marks for 
scenery anyway.> -

She has a son, John, who is in early 
adolescence and who is one of five 
schoolboys making up a kind · of 
secret, elitist clique._Tbe leader of the 
clique is an incredibly obnoxious little 
whiz kid who is the film 's mouthpiece 
fo r Yokio Mishima's philosophy on 
the virtues of strength; .power, purity 
of resolve, and the beauty of "the per
fect order. " 

Cut to Kris Kristofferson who 
shows up as a good ol' boy from Kan
sas who left the farm to become a sea 
ca ptain. He meets· up with Miles 
during a layover (so to speak> which 
goes a long way in relieving ~th of 
their frustrations. Their nocturnal 
delights ·are· unknowingly observed 
by John who just happens lo find a 
knothole in his bedroom wall that 
gives him visual access to the as:tion 
next door. He is thus provided with 
some very juicy material for his little 
group's discussion periods. 

Well , Kris goes back to the sea , 
discovers that his heJlrl really 
belonl!s lo Sarah and1he British coun
tryside, and so rel.urns to port with a 
proposal of marriage. Now the two 
would no doubt have lived happily 
ever after if John, Mr Whiz Kid and 

Jill Hanson, Sandy Harrie, Jean 
Nelson, Scott Hunsberger, John 
Mvers. and Sherri Jurgella . The ac
companists were Mary Ellen Malaya, 
Nancy Wegner, Sue Ryder; and Kent 
Petzold. 

Wustman was direct in his in
struction, pointing out' errors and 
giving praise where deserved. The 
students themselves were im
pressive. They not only knew what a 
song meant in general, but also knew 
what each word meant. This is a 
tribute to UWSP's own music depart
ment. 

Wuslman also pointed out 
numerous aspects of music . During 
the class, for example, Wustman 
asked one student what a cadenze is 

the other three churns hadn' t other 
ideas. You see, Kris has betrayea 
weakness lo · them, forsaken the 
challenge of the perils of the sea, 
violated "the perfect order." If I told 
you the ending you wouldn 't believe 
it. 

Now just in case you, too, have been 
seduced by the above description, let 
me al least offer some warnings. In 
the first place, adapter-director 
Carline's apparently serious attempt 
to take the thoughts of Mishirna and 
put them in the mouth of a precocious 
British school kid is ridiculous to the 
point of being comic. If the whole 

. thing is Carline 's idea of a joke, then 
it is poorly told . 

Yokio Mishirna, as was reported in 
the New York Times al the lime of his 
suicide-death, "vehemently argued 
for a return to the sarnuri virtues of 
loyalty and patriotism with the 
esthetic realm of poetry and art...he 
adv.ocaled that the emperor be retur
ned to the center of Japanese life and 
culture ... " . 

It makes the credibility gap way too 
wide to lake the ideas of a 
militaristic, Japanese esthete (some 
labeled him a proto-fascisll and have 
lhern " expounded" by a wise-assed, 
smart alecky little English brat 
that you would like lo rap acr955 the 
chops a couple of times, .if not 
strangle. The kid's dissecting of a cat 
to demonstrate the nature of the per
fect order doesn' t help Ca rlino's ef
forts any either. ·To their credit 
though , I must say that the kids are 
the best actors in this nick. 

Second, Kris Krisloff~rson just 
plain cannot act. I s_wear he sounds 
like he is reading his Imes ..off the 
back of a cereal box with all the fer- . 
vor one might put into a recitation of 
the percentage of the _minimum daily 
requirement of certam nutrients . As 
one who greatly admires both his 
songs and his singing _it is painful to 
watch him try and fail al actmg. In 

· the scene where he first leaves Sarah 
Miles to return to the sea I figured 
maybe he could save it by singing a 
couple of verses of " For the Good 
Times." It would have been good for a 
laugh anyway. 

1 guess Sarah Miles does do a pretty 
ood job, although it is hard to_ tell 

:ince she has to do her acting w1thm 
the context of a s tory with a very low 
level of believability. and has lo play 
opposite non-actor Kristofferson. All 
in all, its a wasted ef(ort on her part. 

Okay, you've got the trappings and 
the words of caution. The Sailor ~o 
Fell ... ... will probably be 'back thIS 
way again sometime, maybe on cam
pus. U you're seduced into seeing !l 
come out feeling abandoned, don t 
say you weren't warned. 

for . 
"Uh, a spot for vocal display? " she 

answered. 
"Then why don' t you? " he quipped, 

Afterward, Wustman was asked 
how he felt about the class. "All but 
three did pieces that were much loo 
long for a Master Class. I took twelve 
minutes to sing the 'In si barbara' so I 
only had three minutes left to work 
with her ; the kids who did the lieder 
were much wiser because · it look 
three minutes for the song, and I had 
12 minutes lq work with them·:" 

Wustman also said that many of the 
students had no business singing the 
songs they did because they were way 
above . their level. "I mean, usually 

'Elle giammai m 'amo' isn't given lo a 
sophomore, no matter· if the in
strument (the voice) is a good one. All 
in all, I think most of the kids showed 
potential and it was an encouraging 
session," he a<lded. 

The students that worked · with 
Wustman, as well as the many ob
servers in Michelson Hall, agreed 
that merely watching the man as he 
worked was worth any price. It is ap
parent that the Arts and Lectures 
staff and the voice faculty of the 
Music Department have esta!>lished 
a fine precedent and hopefully .there 
will be many more John Wustmans 
here at UWSP to share their 
knowledge with us . 
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Readers' Poetry 

INVOCATION AT BIG SUR 

You make the moon rise, 
glowing hot as a sorcerer's lady as the ocean storm subsides 
hurling vast fog-plumes upon the sea cliffs, '. 
obscuring the rising orange countenance 
entangled in the wind-gnarled trees. 
sharing water on the lighthouse rocks, 
illumined "'.bite shades under the witching moon, 
you slide, tender as the sabean seal . 
beaching on an unknown coast, like Francis Drake, 
proclaiming new albions upon the wooded shore, 
engraving kingdoms in brass, to lie unheeded in 
tj!eir drab green demise LOVE 
beneath an unknowing 
and uncaring earth. More words than this 

would be 
By Mark-McKinny 

NOWVSl'(IAYBE 

I'd rather be sitting on the porch or a rustic cabin 
instead or sitting on concrete steps. 

I'd rather be gazing at a mountain range 
instead or contemplating the passing traffic. 

I'd rather be s~ng along some mountain stream 
instead or walking over to the library. 

I'd rather be watching the way a hawk flies 
but I'm supposed to open a history book. • 

window dressing. 

ByC. Manske 

I'd rather be writing poems about the mountains and the seasons 
but I have lo finish a paper . 

Someday I'll send in manuscripts 
Return address: Rural Route 3. 

By Annie Sil!)on 

Pointer thanks all persons who submitted their works to Readers' 
Poetry. 

( minette cing>, 

What is the meaning or fortune 
now truth is on the run 

The simplest or affectations 
may no longer be forsworn 

for the congress of sorrows that wait in the tower 
will soon find its reason gone 

As impotent as the greypetaled flower 
Lain dead on the Sept,ilmber lawn 

Minetterendsograce . 
but there soars no tomorrow 
once truth has come undone 

Chasing infinity with a butterfly net 
. and eternity with a gun 

may bring no truth without many new questions 
_of what wars may be won 

and what circulates in the mind of a poet 
when the wind stirs beads of rain 

from hall-yellowed leaves 
in a leaden-toned sunrise 

too pointless to regain: 
La Sorciere seeks out her familiars 

with ice-talons in her grasp • 
Sweet smiles bring_many confusions 

and the nectar of an asp 
plunged deep in the breast where the innocence kept 

secluded from pleasure, and sound • 
becomes at last one with tpe rain and the wind 

as it vanishes in the ground 
Minette fail ses jeux 

but the meaning or trancience 
lies stilled by its fatal wounds 

The earth feels the chill of near winter 
Bent skeletons of grain 

creak in the storm or tomorrow 
when the soul shall try gain 

a stronghold on the essence of wond~r 
as hearts torn by its force 

strain to rat race 
the steps of a prophet 

Chere Minette will chart the course. 

• 

Please note that selected poems and prose not featured immediately 
will be reserv~d -for future publications . 

The treasure of wonder is endless 
its mad force is never spent 

Questions must flow like raindrops 
lo be properly insolent 

G~t the great new taste 
m mocna, coconut, 

banana or . 
strawberry. 

• C 

in the face of a knowledge with nowhere to walk 
save between its infinite eyes 

where Minette fans the flame which cots cord as a knife 
when poets discover their lies 

cast down like dry leaves 
lo face a sere future 

disheartened, but doubly wise. 

By Mark McKinny 

• ., 
_Ma's new bathroom 

The following letter is an actual account of a hillbilly family's 
reaction to'the installation of a new bathroom In-their home. It· 
was written by an old woman named Emma from the Pleasant 
Acres-Nursing Home. She has given the Pointer permission to 
useit. · · 
~~ Son, •. must take my pen in hand and let you know of all 

the domgs gomg on here. For the first time in 17 years your pa 
ha_s a real good job. He is making good money now, $1.37 a day. 
With all that money coming in, we thought we would fix up the 
house a little. Your pa wanted one o( those bathrooms put in so 
we wrote Sears & Roebuck and told them what we wanted. They 
sent us everything we needed. You ought to see that there room. 
~ one corner, there is a small stand where you turn the water on 
if you just want to wash your hands and face. Along one side of 
the room, there is something which looks like a hog trough only 
~ much nicer. It's to sit in if you wanttowash all over. Y~can 
Just turn the water on, a~d then quick sit on Uie hole in one end, 
or the water runs out agam. . 

In the other corner, is a contraption that,really had us puzzled 
for awhile, but we decided it was to wash your feet in. You wash 
one foot, press a little lever and whoosh! right away you have 
clean water to wash your other foot. This ,ontraption had two 
covers on it. Since we didn't need them, we took them off. I used 
one to slice bread on, and the otlier we used to frame grand
father's picture. It looks real nice on him, too. 

That Sears & Roebuck is real nice to do business with, they 
even sent some paper so we could write and tell them how we like 
the new "room. But shucks, it 's so thin the pencil goes right 
through . Well, sori, it's time to put vittles on for supper so I'll 
have to quit. Take gooacare of your'self, son. Fr.om yo~ ma. 
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By Marie Holehouse, Assistant VA Rep, UWSP
0

, 346-%%41 
The VA reqwres a system of interpreting Pass Fail grades to 

be es~blished lh!5 spring for all veterans. The VA wants UWSP 
to assign numerical values to Pass Fail to better assess the 
veteran's. progress. Courses that exclusively offer Pass Fail 
grades wtll have the automatic value of 2.0 assigned to the Pass 
for veterans Pll:J><>Ses only. There are also courses that offer ~ 
vetera~ the choice between Pass Fail grades and regular grades . 
For this type of course, the actual grade value is again 
necessary, even if the student took the course Pass Fail. At the 
end of .the semester, all students receive a grade for the course, 
a!ld ~ grajle IS then used by a computer to assign a value of 
e1~~r Pass or Fail. Starting this spring, the original Jetter the 
ong1nal . letter grade the instructor turns in will be used "in 
calculation of the GPR (Grade Point Ratio). This is for vet pur
poses only, and all stuc\ents <vets and nonvets) will still receive 
only a Pass or a Fail on school transcripts and grade reports as 
before. ' 
. In the area of overpayf!lent, the vet can prevent any hassles by 

sunply notifying the VA if there is any change in his status as a 
student. If the course load is changed from fulltime ( 12 hours) to 
less than fulltime, or completely drops out of school, an over
payment will result if the vet hasn't notified the VA immediately. 
If there is a change in the amoun~ otdependents, the vet should 
immediately alert the VA so that the change in payments can be 
made. What should the vet do if he receives an overpayment? He 
should quickly return the overpa!,'ment check and he will promp
tly receive another check from the VA for the proper amount. 

Now that it's over, · 1 reflect back over this year 's 
homecoming. The most prominent black organizations on cam
PllS, BSC and Wine Psi Phi, participated greatly in the making of 
a Soulfully acceptable Homecoming week . • 

Both BSC and Wine gave great efforts in the contests for 
Homecoming ana, in my opinion and the soul mob's, " did it to the 
max" with the on time parties they gave to close out this year's 
Homecoming week. The BSC party took place in the Student Ser
vices building. Live entertainment provided by "Ti'1'1e," a Beloit, 
WIS ., based black soulgroup rounded out this he.. . ., evening of 
getting down by the BSCers. . 

The sisters of BSC and Wine made the whole evening easy to 
look at, since they were all " sho' nuff lookin good." There was so 
much gooc:1 rnustrto listen to this week it was hard to make a 
selection, but Earth, Wind and Fire, with their new LP "Spirit 
( pc34241") on Columbia records took the lead and, believe me, it's 
FIRE. . 

It has been brought to my attention that " black folks do more 
than make and listen to music. " Reading and especially writing 
rate high as black entertainment. In view of this startling 
discovery, the soul mob and I have decided to start looking into 
current black literature. Hey !! how 'bout it? May we suggest, 
the Autobiography or Muhammed Ali, by who else, but Muham
med Ali, our first effort in the realm of "what's happening in 
black lit. This book, written by the " King of the Ring" Ali him-

self and published by Dell Books, is a testimony to the man who 
is referred to by many, including himself, as "The Greatest" 
Muhammed Ali. It contains many startling revelations about the 
champ, such as the fact that Ali grossed over 31 million dollars in 
his career. So, while you're laid back with a little slack in your 
schedule, check out this book. It's way out there. 

While in my routine surveillance, a new organization called 
SRIPKA," Students for the Reopening of the Investigation of 
President Kennedy's Assassination , came to my attention. 
SRIPKA, according to George Leopold its founder and current 
~rson, is a ten member committee dedicated to reopening 
the investigation of the assassinations of both John Kennedy and 
Martin Luther King. 

This small group has done quite a bit to foster continued in
terest in solving the mysteries surrounding the assassinations. 
Last year they were responsible for bringing James Lo! sar, the 
defense attorney_ for James Earl Ray, to the UWSP campus. 
SRIPKA also produces a newsletter promoting new in
vestigations. 

George Leopold was greatly inspired by Dr. King, Kennedy 
and Dr. David Wrone, a UWSP faculty member in the Hjstory 
Department, to actively seek the truth in these once volatile, but 
still important issues. If you 're interested in finding out more 
about this group, they have an office in Rm. 018 Main. Check 
them out. It may prove worthwhile. 

In checking my power meter, I find my battery reads a little 
low. Guess it's time for me to go. So keep your ears up and your 
channel clear, 'ti! the Brothership and me are back in here. 

By Carrie Wolvin 
I never thought I'd write this column. The c-p is on the 

critical list-and I'm not being funny or flip . We have BIG 
PROBLEMS, and if you don' t care, go read something else 
because the nakedness of this plea is not for your compassionless 
eyes. 

We need money to get the new building into operation. We 
knew it would be close, and now we've been hit with every con
ceivable code to live up to. I mean, we need plumbing that any 
downtown store would be proud to display in their windows . It's 
not City Hall 's fault. It's a good idea gone sick. It's like Christ 
being in trouble with the FDA for healing lepers. 

We hope to get some of the money from Student Government 
Association, because we serve a lot of students and will have 
work study people working there, and work with the Home 
Economics Dept. , and of course there is a Students for Co
operatives on Campus. 

I was at the meeting last Friday and maybe didn 't understand 
.he sophisticated thinking of that group, but apparently the 
problem is that they are afraid that we will be a benefit to the 
elderly, the economically strapped and the non-student 
population. I mean, God forbid the campus shQUld benefit anyone 
outside the ivy walls or give anything to the community in which 
they live. . 

Another problem teems to be that not all students will use the 
Co-91>, as of course you ALL use the bus, A,LL use the child-eare 
cenler, ALL go to all movies, ALL partici~te in sports. 

Since our greatest appeal is to those on limited incomes , they 
feel we should not be dig into those already light pockets. Of 
course, no pnels poverty has prevented their paying into the 
monies SGA is so primly guarding . 

They are interested in giving us some funds in dribble and 
drabbles, probably because, without this lump sum, there is a 
good chance this will cost them nothing . 

Lastly, they feel we may be back next year with our hands out. 
Truth is, next year. any man's buck will be -welcome, but this 
money will really be in the spirit of a wedding gift. We won' t ex
pect you to send a toaster every year. 

IF YOU CARE, corner a student rep and tell him or her ... fir
mly. 

And if we don' t get some bodies down to the new building 
working, Saturday, we are going to loose the people we have 
now. They are lonesome, and discouraged, and the sick turn out 
to date may be symtomatic of some incurable cancer. Show up 
Saturday, or Sunday may never come. 
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Sanyo FT-453M car.-casette player. 2 
Jensen 6x9 coaxial speakers. Ex
cellent sound. $HO. Call 346-3882, Rm. 
326. Ask for Brian. 

Missing Montarino 10 ~peed bicycle. 
Men's 26" white with black seat. 
Made in Germany. Reward offered. 
Call 341-4911. No_questions asked. 
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§. October 22 Oc~ber 23 § October 24 - ~ October 25 § 
§ · . . . § . § ·Native American Week-Arts & Cr~fts § 
§ Alpha Sigma· Alpha Stationery Sale, Foreign Language Day CUmversity § Univ. Symphony Orchestra, 8 PM i Show, 8 M-5 PM (Concourse, Univ. !i 
§ Center ) . § (Michelsen·Hall, Fine Arts Bldg.)) i Center ) i 
§ /2r~-2 PM <Sol. Booth, Univ . Cen- Women Volleyball, Parkside CH ) § ~ Pol. Sci. Assoc. Debate, Proxmire-§ 
§ Pol. Sci. Assoc . Speaker, Senat9r UABAV : WorldSeri~ , ll :30AM-3:30 i §York,lPM<BergGym'Y . ~ 
§ Dole, ll AM-12 N (Quandt Gym ) PM CCo(feehouse, Umv. Center) j i UAB Course: Contempory Women's ~ 
§ Women Swimming, River Falls, 6:30 AIRO Films, 1-4:30 PM CP.rog. Banq. € ~ Issues, 7-9 PM (Comm. Rm., Univ . i = PM CH) Rm., Umv. Center) = : Center) = 
§ UAB · Film: THE TWELVE. UABFilms: (CARTOON FESTIVAL, ~ i UAB AV : Monday Night Football, 8- § 
§ CHAIRS, 6:30 ~M (Wis. Rm., i 6:3!>f.'.M (Wis. Rm., Univ. Center ) § ! . ll PM (Wis . Rm., Univ . Center) § 
§ Univ. Center ) § Umv. Theatre: TH~ BOYS IN THE ~ j UAB Barbershop Singing, 8-10 .PM § 
§ Umv. Theatre : THE BOYS IN THE i BAND, 8PM (Studio Theatre, Fme , § t (Wis . Rm., Univ. Center) ! 
§ BAND, 8 PM <Studio A Theatre, i Arts Bldg.) § UAB Coffeehouse:. CHUCK Ml'l'.-: 
§ Fine Arts Bldg.) ·· § UAB Coffeeh.ouse, 9-ll PM CCof· § CHELL, 9-ll PM (Coffeehouse, Umv.J 
= = feehouse, Umv. Center) . = Center) • 1""""""-Tiii~·-···-r·w1i~:··-~1·······'.'TiUi:~·""' -·--··111:· .. ········1 
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j October 26 . § October 27 § October 28 . · October 29 i 
i Native American Week-Arts & Crafts ~ Native American WeekArts & Crafts i · Nativce American Week,Arts & Craf- Native American Week-Arts & Crafts ~ 
= Show, 8 AM-5 PM (Concours~. Umv. § Show, 8 AM-5 PM (Concourse, Univ. ! ts .Show, 8 AM-5 PM (Concourse, I Show, 8 Am-5 PM (Concourse, Univ. i 
§ Center ) § Center ) . ! Umv. Center) Center) • . i 
§ UAB.Course : Self-Actualization in t~e § Women Field Hockey, Green Bay, i AIRO Lecture, TOM PORTER, 9-JO. I National Entertainment Conference= 
§ Family , 3-4 :30 PM CRed Rm., Umv. § 3:30PM CH) j AM - JO AM-12 N - 1-2 l;'M - 3-4 PM (LaCrosse) ii 
§ Center ) § Student Recital 4 PM (Michelsen 1 025A-B, Univ. Center) - Women Swimming Stout 6:30 ,PM= 
§ UAB Course : Ceranics, 7-10 PM (Arts j Hall Fine Arts B•ldg) ii UAB Course: Birth Control, 6:JO.a i (HJ ' ' 
§ &Crafts.Rm., Univ. Center ) § UAB Coffeehouse , CHUC.K MIT- I PM CRed~m., Univ Center ) ! UAB Film : Don't Look Now, 8 Pm 
§ Umv. FIim Soc. Movie : THE LAST§ CHELL, 9-11 PM (Coffeehouse, Univ . UAB Film : DON·T'LOOK NOW, 6:30 ii (Allen Center Upper) 
§ HURRAH, 7 & 9: 15 PM CProg. Banq. § Center ) : &9:30 PM (Wis . Rm., Univ. Center) I 
§ Rm. , Univ . Center) § j Women Volleyball , Oshkosh, 6:30 PM ! 
§ UAB Course : Dieting, 9-11 PM § j CT > I 
§ (Green Rm., Univ . Center) § : UabCourse : Dieting, 9-ll Pm (Green II 
§ UAB Coffeehouse: CRUCK MIT- § ! Rm. , Univ. Cehter > 
! CHELL, 9-ll PM (Coffeehouse, § j RHC Coffeehouse: JOE EBEL, 9-ll 
§ Univ. Center ) ~ ; PM CDeBot Center) ! 
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U.A.B. FILMS PRESENTS: 

THE TWELVE CHAIRS. 
DIRECTED BY THAT 

MASTER OF COMEDY 

MEL BROOKS 

U.A.B. FILMS PRESENTS: 

A 
CARTOON 
FESTIVAL· 

U.A.B. COFFEEHOUSE PRESENTS: 

PAUL MATTY 
BACK BY POPULAR 

DEMAND! 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23 

FRIDAY, -ocTOBER 22 
WISCONSIN ROOM 

6:30 P.M. & 9:30 P.M. 

ADMI_SSION $1.00 
COMING NEXT THURSDAY 

WISCONSIN ROOM, 7:00 P.M. 

FREE FROM THE .Fl!IENOL y 
FOLKS AT U.A.B. 

SATURDAY, OCT. 23 
IN THE PAUL BUNYAN ROOM 

UNIVERSITY CENTER 
9 P.M. • 11 P.M. 

AND FRIDAY 

__ "Do_n_'t _Loo_k _No_w"~-(Q f: REE! 
U.A.B. PERFORMING ARTS PRESENTS: . DAYTONA BEACH 
THE CLUB 

Fe~turing~ 

THE BOB HIRSCH JAZZ 
QUARTET 

SATURDAY,OCT.23 
9 P.M. • 12 P.M. 

IN THE U.C. COFFEEHOUSE 

Dress Is semi-formal, so NO blue-jeans please. 

A cash bar wlll be available with HORS D' OEURVES AT 
EACH TABLE. 

Advance tickets are on sale at the U.C. Information Desk. 

$1.00 FOR UW-SP STUDENTS 

$1.50 FOR NON-STUDENTS 

BUY YOUR TICKET TODA YI I 

ONLY ,s57 .00 PLus Bus FARE 
THIS OFFER IS AVAILABLE 

ONLY FIRST SEMESTER 

PLACE YOUR $10 DEPOSIT 
NOW AND RESERVE A SPOT 

FOR YOURSELF ON THE 
BEACH DURING SPRING 
BREAK (MARCH 12-20) 

WHETHER YOU CHOOSE BOTH THE BUS ANO ROOM OR 
ONLY THE ROOM - O<) IT NOWI 

CONTACT STUDENT ACTIVITIES 346-4343 

MUST REGISTER 1 ST SEMESTER 
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THE SPORT ·sHOP has a. GREAT selection · of both downhill. and cross 
_cquntry ski equipment, PLUS a- large- amount of Alpine & X-C clothing! , 

Knl!ISSL. STARTERS X-C PACKAGE ' 
. . - . 

. PRE-SEASON SKI PACKAGE. Jarvin~n Glass GT Skis . s399s 
Kneissl GTX Com~act Skis .s150°0 Trak _sierra ~oot · · s2495 · 
Geze STD -Set Bindings _s5ggs To~km _Ba!°lioo Poles s7

95 

Barrecrafters AP~22 Alu ·Poles s5gs 3-Pm Bmdmgs s5gs 
Mounting . s700 Mounting s3°0 

, Retail Value s22390 . Retail Value sa~'0 

PACKAGE SALEM,s1499s EARLY1 BIRD SALE $6995 
-

Ski Boots by Lange, Scott,-: 
Raichle and Caber_ 

, 

-Skis _by Olin, Kneissl, Dynamic, 
Krystal and Centory 

Bindings by . Geze, Look, Bffier 
~og ~nd the Burt~ Refractibl~ 

I -


